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ABSTRACT

The area in the vicinity of Southern lndian Lake has been occupied
for at least JfoO years. The purpose of this research was to document
the occupation of the region, and the use of its resources' within the
period of I iving memory of the current residents of South lndian Lake
(SlL). The area of contemporary land use of the SIL community exceeds

35,OOO km2. For residents, I^rho travel up to 410 km to hunt and trap'
lne region is not'wildernessr in a conventional sense, but'homer, in
continu¡ty with previous, more nomadic occupation. The territory is
extensively and intensively uti I ized, and intimateìy known.

Trapping travel became less I inear since the registration of
traplines. The number of marten sold annually since lake impoundment

increased ninefold in part due to species migration. A decline in
muskrat sales to about 159é of pre-impoundment leveìs was not
independent of lake flooding. The location of preferred and consistent
commercial fishing locations on Southern lndian Lake altered
significantly with flooding. Recal led mean commerciaì whitefish catch
p.i unit of effort was 92 "5 kg/net/night for the pre-impoundment
period, and 12.2 kg/net/night since flooding.

The bush I ife in both commercial and subsistence forms has

conti nui ng vi tal i ty for the communi ty and retai ns strong personal ,

cultural, and economic significance. This was demonstrated in the
mapping of harvest ìocations of wÎtdlife, wood, and berries and of
toponyms around Southern lndian Lake. The majority of respondents
envisioned a viable ìifestyle continuing the use of the resources of
the land, ¡f in an aìtered manner. Yet, bush life, even in its
subsistence form, reguires the presence of, and access to, the
resources of the bush.

Further responsibility for and controì of area resources by SIL is
recommended. Extension by the Province of rights simiìar to those in
Article l5 of the Northern Fìood Agreement is also proposed, in
recognitìon of long-term community use and occupancy.

KEYI|I0RDS: land use and occupancy; native harvest; resource mapping;
hunti ng; trapPi ng; northern llani toba.
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KAMAI'IAIilAS I NAH I KAN I UAHK

0pipunapiwin oma kayas kaohchiayaniwahk, nantaw etoke
n i stwawk i ch imi tanaw mena neyanomi tanaw aske. 0ho
kakehntek i skech i katekh,aw, tantho kakehpeapatahk mena kakehpeayan iwahk
ota opipunapiwinihk esko ohchichikiskisichik anike mekwach ekota
kayach i k . t'li stah i awas ime apatan an ima aske, motha poko kehch iwak
ihtawinihk. Kapimotehochik oko kamachechik ahpo kawanehikechik motha
pikwachai itehtamwak, nekinan itamwak tapiskoch kayas
kakepeisipapamotehochik. Kwayask pimotehonaniwan' mena mistahi apatan
oma aske akwa nakachihtaniwan.

t4otha ekwatho akwa ehisipeyakot awena pimoteho kawanehiket aspin
kakehothasinahikatekwaw wanehikewaskeya. l'lihchet nawach atawakaniwan
wapi schanak aspì n kakehthi skipachikaniwahk ekehtakosi hkwaw. Wachaskwak

wetha kehnamatewak kakes i th i sk i pek. l'îi stah i mena kehwanahch i kepath i n

pak i tahwawi n kakehthi sk i pach i kaniwa. Neswawmi tahtomi tanow kwas i kwan

atihkamekwak kakeotahwachik peyak tip¡skaw emowes thiskipek.

Nes i tanawnkotwasosap kwas i kwan poko keotahwawak kakes i th i sk i pek.
Histahi itehtakwan askepimachihowin kaskihchikewinihk isi mena

pimatisewinihk. Kakehmasinahikatekwaw oho ita kaotinihchik
pisiskisesak, mihta, akwa mensa, ekota kaohchikiskehtakwahk itho
ehkistehchikatek oma aske. Kahkithaw kekach kakehayamihichik
etehtamwak keyapi ch takehmi thwapach i htach i k otaskewaw, keyam wetha
ahpo petos isi. l'laka askepimachihowin takehiki ohchitaw piko
kitastekwaw mena takeotinikatekwaw anihi kekwana askehk
kaihtakwahkwaw.

l,lethawaw tipi thawe ki takehkanawapahtamasochi k otaskewaw anike
0pipunapiwi thi niwak. Ki takehatianiskopathi k anima Keweti nohk
Thiskipachike Hasinahikan ota itho otetha kayas ota ehochiayaniwahk
akwa ekehpeapach i taniwahk oma aske ota i htawi ni hk.

ilISTAHI KAPATAHKIÍAW ITIilEIIINA: kaitapatahk aske mena kavaniwahk;
ithinepimachihowin; aske masinahikewin; machewin; wanehikewin;
kewet i nohk l'lan i toba.
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LiST 0F ACR0NYII|S

SIL: the commun i ty of South I nd i an Lake, i n contrast to the l^rater

body, Southern lndian Lake.

HBC: Hudson's Bay ComPanY.

RTL: registered trapl ine, or registration of trapl ines

(as in pre-RTL ).

DFQ: the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans.

DNR: the l'îanitoba Department of Natural Resources.

LIICNRSB: Lake Winnipeg, Churchill and Nelson Rivers Study Board'
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTIt]N

1. 1 PREAiIBLE

The use of the resources of the land by native peoples has seen

increased study across northern Canada since the pioneering work done

for the lnuit Tapirisat of Canada in the earìy lgT}'s (Freeman 1976).

The approach used to date has included research defining 'roccupancy,"

with the legal connotative meaning of the term never entireìy absent:

tenure itself creates an interest in the land. f'lany of these studies

have involved land claims or compensation issues.

There is merit to this approach through the process of definition

aìone, regardless of ì itigation or mitigation. Communities in the

north over time face increasing developmental pressure on the base of

resources which has sustained their I ifestyle and col lective identity.

The I'f rontierrr of ljlanitobars north has moved substantially over the

I i fet i me wi th wh i ch th i s research concerns i tsel f. The current study

wi I I aid in understanding how community ìand use and community

cultural awareness have changed and adapted in the midst of

considerable cultural influence and environmental alteration.
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1 "2 BACKGROUND

1.2.1 Earlv habitation

People have inhabited the Southern lndian Lake area for at least

llOO years (O¡ckson ì980). Judging from artifacts found to date, a

series of cultures have spent time in the area' influenced in part by

climatic change. lnitial movements were likely from the north as the

treel ine shifted southward (Pettipas 1989) . Arctic as wel ì as

subarctic cultural remains have been found in the region. About 1200

years ago, Cree people were resident in the area' as evidenced by a

new form of pottery which originated here and spread south, east, and

west (Pettipas .|989) 
.

Hudson Bay Co. (HBC) records show that Cree-speaking peoples were

resident in the area about lTOO (I,Jright 1971), and participated in the

fur trade. Peoples at that time lived a nomadic lifestyle from

seasonal bases, influenced by the availability of resources in the

locale. Settlement was intimately connected with resources: occupancy

with land use. Trade for furs would be the start of a I'modern¡zat¡onrl

process which continues through to the present.

1.2.2 lhe study corlmunity

South lndian Lake (SlL) is a Cree community in northern f'lanitoba

which formed a permanent settlement in its current ìocation (57'N

99'W) sometime before or near the turn of the century (Figure I and

Appendix A, Hap Al). The major resource, southern lndian Lake, is a

biologically productive system considering its latitude. lts

-2-



reìatively shal low depth and inflow of nutrients have combined to

create conditions that could readi ly support a fishing culture. fhe

Cree term f or the place, Opeepunnapweewin (t¡winter ing pl ace") ,

indicates its desirabi I ity as a seasonal home. Fish were plentiful,

moose available, and at that time the Kaminuriak caribou herd' in the

southern reaches of its winter migration, regularly reached Southern

lndian Lake (Col I inson 19751 John B. lloose' personal communication

t98o) .

The community of SIL has been seen as an offshoot of the Nelson

House band. This may be an unurarranted assumption, though most of its

population retain treaty status affi I iation with Neìson House (Waldram

1988). ln ì815, Nelson House was also on the Churchill River (Tyrrel

1916) whiìe people were resident at SlL. Land tenure by groups of

Cree was not that of mainstream society at that time, nor is it

entirely so now. Land is occupied transientìy, if consistentìy' over

time. The question arises in this context as to what defined

rrsettlement'r to those in SIL at that time, and in the present.

Currently, SIL does not have separate band status nor reserve lands.

It is administered through an elected mayor and council under the

authority of the provincial Department of Northern Affairs.

ln 1976, ilanitoba Hydro impounded southern lndian Lake, raised the

mean lake level 3m, and diverted much of the Churchiìì River flow into

the Nelson River watershed (Newbury et aì. 1984). SIL has been

affected by this flooding, Yet has been largely excluded from the

terms of the federal/provincial Northern FIood Agreement (Canada/

llanitoba 1977) to which ¡t is not signatory. Among other terms of this

- 3.-



Figure 1: S0UTH INDIAN LAKE C0ililUNITY RESOURCE AREA
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agreement, the five lndian bands have been granted¡rfirst priority¡l

the wildlife resources within their resource areas, a benefit which

date has not been offered to SlL.

Prior to the impoundment of Southern lndian Lake, SIL was among the

most viabìe and self-sufficient of those communities later affected.

By the time of flooding, the community had a long-standing history of

resource use (t'!aìaher .|984; Van Ginkel Associates 1967). A winter

commercial fishery had existed since ll42 and a summer fishery began

in l95o (wagner l98l). Prior to flooding, the commercial fishery of

Southern lndian Lake was the largest in northern l'lanitoba (Bodaly et

al. l98l+).

Since impoundment, the commercial fishery has remained the ìargest

single source of gross income for the community, though its viability

has been impaired (Wagner l98l). The community economy and confidence

has been damaged by the flood. Social and economic problems are

underlain in a time of northern development by insecurity about access

to the resource base and reinforced by experience of lake impoundment.

1.2.3 Iie regional context

A g lance at a map of northern l.lan i toba as late as 1950 sets the

context for much of this period (see Appendix A, ffiâP A2). The current

Chipewyan community of Tadoule Lake was further north at Little Duck

Lake. Thompson, Lynn Lake, and Leaf Rapids did not yet exist. The

highway system extended to Flin Flon, and the western spur of the rail

I ine approximateìy to Sherridon. Living at SIL represented opportunity

to

to
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from a fishing, hunting, and trapping perspective. The resources brere

available for a comparatively rich existence from life in the bush.

At the same time, bush life required a measure of independence and

seìf-reì iance. Government infrastructure was essential ly unavai lable

for much of the period. lndividual and community initiative in ìarge

measure determined the degree of success; self-sufficiency uras a given

requ i rement.

Life in the bush also required the resources upon which it was

based. The naturaì resources available were adequate for the

population over most of the period, and development early in the

period seemed little threat to community viability. The commencement

in lg\2 of a registered trapìine system throughout most of northern

I'tanitoba provided communities needed protection of their resource base

from the incursions of outsiders and the depletion of fur stocks

(Johnson 1989) . The introduction of a commerciaì fishery augmented

the I ife avai labìe to residents, and fit with establ ished seasonal

patterns. The establishment of Lynn Lake in 1950 improved

transportation for fishing activity and improved access to goods and

services. lts proximity and location on the rail line allowed better

prices to be obtained at SIL for fresh rather than frozen fish' and

ultimately enabled the development of a summer fishery where spoi lage

r^ras no longer a limiting factor (weagle and Baxter 197Ð. Until the

l970rs, deveìopments externaì to the community did not involve

permanent limitations to the resource base or of access to it.

The Churchi I I River Diversion pìunged the community ful ly into the

modern world -- road access to South Bay at the south end of Southern

-6-



lndian Lake in 1972; construction labour opportunities with l'lanitoba

Hydro beginning in 1972; television reception in 1974; and a modern

townsite with a suburban layout, if lacking running water and sewage

faci I ities for most residents, by 1975, The diversion provided

benefits to the community, and threats to its social cohesion and

economic well-being.

1.3 ISSUE STATEiIENT

Resource-based activity seems to remain a preferred lifestyle for

many people of the community. The impoundment of the lake has changed

the location and sustainability of a portion of this activity' though

it seems not to have altered the overall importance of fishing'

hunt i ng, and trapp i ng to commun i ty I i fe.

The community of SlL, however, has undergone significant changes in

its relations w¡th the larger world over the past seventy years"

Within the same period, comprehensive alterations have occurred to the

traditional foundation of the community cultural and economic I ife.

Itlodernizal-ion occurred in a rapid, traumatic manner, and the

mainstream industrial economy is developing around a community which

was recentIy "remote.rl

How has community resource harvesting adapted to these changes?

How has their interaction with

altered over this period and in

cultural values sustain it?

and vaìuation of their resource base

response to external¡ties? What
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A definition of the nature of historic resource use and a sense of

its significance from a community standpoint is missing. lt would be

of some vaìue in determining the importance of the resource base to

the future well-being of SIL in a deveìoping north.

1,4 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The primary purpose of this research is to document the subsistence

and commercial resource base of the people of SIL within a limited

historical period. This purpose involves an appreciation of the

community perspective of its activity and a consideration of this

activity within the context of the larger l4anitoba soc¡ety.

The specific objectives of this study are:

l. to determine the present and past use and occupation of the

area by the community, as defined by them, in the period of

I iving memory.

2. to document the ìocation of hunting, fishing, and trapping

resources; the sites of residency and the seasonal movements of

community members; and to identify areas of preferred use or

cul tural si gnif i cance.

3. to consider how resource harvesting activity has adapted within

the local context of changing ecoìogicaì and social conditions.

4. to investigate the vi tal i ty and importance of resource-based

activity within current community I ife and culture.
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1.5 DEFINITI0N 0t TERtttS

RES0URCE AREA: foìlowing,the Northern Fìood Agreement, a community

resource area is roughly coincidental with its trapline zone, but is

understood to include "the rivers and lakes which were traditional ly

available to and used by them as a source of food suppìy'

income-in-kind and income" (Canada/Hanitoba 1977) .

LAND USE and (JCCUPANCY are complementary terms describing the

interreìationship of the occupant group and the resources of a

particular geographic base. By convention' LAND USE in this context is

defined through the map biographies to show the nature and extent of

this involvement. occuPANcY retains a territoriaì flavour, and

includes the longer-term knowìedge of the land use system. An

inelegant construction, the terms are most useful in conjunction, as

they refer to aspects of the same active reìationship.

tn the local terminology, INLAND LAKES are those away from the lt|AIN

LAKE, Southern lndian Lake; those lakes inaccessible by boat for

f i sh i ng purposes.

D0Í||ESTIC or SUBSISTENCE ECON0[|Y: more properlv a '¡mode of

production'r, either term has come to denote the Sector of a northern

vi I lage economy which produces goods for direct .onsutption. The other

sector of the modern native economy is one of exchange of goods or

services for cash (Usher ì980). These are roughly analogous to the

INF0Ri!AL and FORMAL economies of industriaì Canada. Subsistence, I ike

informaì, activity is ignored by conventional economic indicators' Yet

contributes (perhaps substantial ly) to the wel l-being of i ts

participants.
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I .6 SCoPE

study of slL land use and occupancy would be compìemented by

evaluation of the quantity (and perhaps economic value) of domestic

harvesting practised. lt would serve to define in a less guaìitative

way the extent of the role'of the traditional lifestyle in the context

of the modern communitY.

Time and financial constraints prevent inclusion of harvest

quantification in the current study. However, its exclusion is not

meant to indicate that it would not be a useful addition in the

future, given adequate treatment and recognition of the limits to the

economic component of the issue.
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Chapter I I

REVIETI t)F RELATED LITERATURE

Human habitation of the SIL region is longstanding, and dwarfs the

relatively recent attempts to describe and evaluate it. As a

component of a contemporary study of SIL land use and occupancy, this

review will begin with some historical background to the occupancy of

the region. Related ì iterature wi I I be reviewed considering

archaeologicaì, historical, and modern sources. Secondly, the nature

of this residency will be developed with the use of sources

documenting SIL area land use, and its economies.

l4ethodology uti ì ized in previous socio-economic or land use and

occupancy reports will be surveyed with regard to its relevance in the

context of this project. A further section will consider the character

of this community as represented in the ìiterature, both before and

after the influence of the Churchi I I River Diversion.

2.1 SII REGIoN 0CCUPANCY

2.1.1 Archaeological f indings

Evidence suggests that the Southern lndian Lake region has been a

favoured ìocation over time for a variety of cultures. lt is fortunate

that a considerable amount of archaeologicaì excavation was carried

out prior to inundation of the majority of sites through lake

impoundment.gver 4OO archaeological sites were identified, and it has
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been estimated that if time had permitted, as many as 5000 could have

been found (l4allory 197Ð . A relatively complex picture of use of the

area by a series of cultures was developed by this research.

Surveys conducted by Wright in .|965 and 1966 suggested occupation

of the area from the ìoth century to the historic period by a

population which he identified as "one of the bands of the cree"

(Wrigfrt ì971). At this juncture, evidence of signif icant use of the

area prior to that time was lacking. Further fieldwork and analysis

of artifacls fi I led in the chronology, and added complexity. The

earl iest cuìtural remains found and identified to date are projecti le

points from the Shield Archaic Tradition, the oìdest of which was

radiocarbon dated at 1390 + 65 BC (Dickson l98O). Prehistoric Southern

lndian Lake was inhabited by a series of cultures utilizíng the area

over time, migrating in accompaniment with slow cì imatic change

(Dickson 1977). The Taltheilei Tradition appeared in Hanitoba about

2OOO years ago and eventuaì ly succeeded the Shield Archaic Tradition

on northern Southern lndian Lake. lnterestingly' no Taìthei lei

artifacts were discovered at a site to the southern end of the lake

(ttelly 1982). The modern Dene presence in l'lanitoba in the Chipewyan

communities of Lac Brochet and Tadoule Lake emerged from this

Taìtheilei tradition.

Ceramics found at the Kame Hiììs site indicated the dominant

presence of a Woodlands Tradition of Aìgonkians (predecessors of the

modern Cree) from approximately 850 AD. lnterestingìy, Woodland

Cultural remains have not been found to the north on the Seal River

system (Dickson ì980) .
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The picture emerges of the churchill River, and southern lndian

-Lake, as a rough boundary between the two cultures' one which varied

over time and with movements of the treeline. The land to the north

and west of the Churchill was home to the Dene for 2000 years; the

land to the south and east was occupied by the cree and their

forebears for the past !000 (Dickson 1977).

Approximately l2O0 years ago, a form of pottery which became known

as Clearwater Lake Punctate originated in the Southern lndian Lake

area (Pettipas 1989). lt spread widely from there to northern Ontario,

east-centraì Saskatchewan, and along the Winnipeg River to Lake of the

Woods. The ceramic type was dominant for 800 years, Pârticularly with

Cree, but indicates as wel I the significant communication among groups

(Pett i pas I 989) .

Archaeological evidence further suggested that SIL was not isolated

from other earìy societies. Stone tools found at Southern lndian Lake

have their source in deposits on the Hudson Bay Lowlands and in fìint

quarr ies in what is now North Dakota (lçlal lory 197Ð . An extended

trading network operated from an early date, weìl prior to European

contact.

2.1.2 Historical references

The historical period is substantial ly shorter. Wright (.l971)

determined that the earl iest historical reference of settlement at

Southern lndian Lake was to be found in the 1717 iournal of Capt.

James Knight, during his attempt to establish at Hudsonrs Bay Company

(HBC) post at Churchill. Knight was met by people who came from
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rrl'leshinepe Laket' (literally 'big water¡) downriver to trade. Knight

was dissatisfied, fearing conflict with "the Northern lndians'r if the

two groups should meet. lrJright concluded that the traveì Iers were

'rCreer'-speaking and resident at Southern lndian Lake at that t¡me.

The HBC located a post at the upper end of the lake in 1797. David

Thompson wintered at a North West Company post on I'lndian lake in

latirude 56"\8r2orrN'r (Tyrrell 1916) in .|805. ln l8Z4 tne HBC closed

and abandoned their post on Southern lndian Lake. However, it was

re-establ ished as a winter outpost approximately 1868 and operated as

such until about 191+5, The HBC then created a Permanent post, with a

ne\^, store built in 1946, which continued until February, 1976 (HBC

Archives, South lndian Lake post history).

2.1.3 ftlodern occupancy

A variety of cultural infìuences have shaped modern SlL. Conditions

prior to and folìowing the First World l^Jar created an inf lux of white

trappers from a m¡xture of ethnic backgrounds (Coì I inson .|97Ð. 
Some

were transient; others married and became part of the community'

adding breadth to the existing culture. The establ ishment of the

registered trapline system more or less halted the movement of white

trappers into the SIL trapline zone. This century has also seen

in-migration of natives from Nelson House, Cross Lake, Bakers Narrows,

and Cranberry Portage. Van Ginkel Associates (1967) provided a map of

the townsite at the time of their study (Appendix A, map A3). The

impoundment and diversion of the Churchi ì I River brought many changes

to SlL, including relocation of the community along one side of the

nar rows (Append i x A, llap A4) .
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2.1.4 Overview q[ occupancy

Southern lndian Lake and its environs have been occupied for at ìeast

3400 years, and probabìy by cree-culture peoples for at least .l000

years. The basis of the current SIL popuìation is a core of Nelson

House band members, with a mix of other native and non-native cultural

traditions adding diversity. According to residents' though' this

community is not a recent creation; "'there bras always someone at

Southern lndian Lake"' (Col I inson 197Ð . Whi le not I iteral ly true'

this statement suggests continuity over time and the arbitrary nature

of any date given to origin of the modern community.

2.2 SII REcroN LAND USE

Land use is the component which defines the characteristics of

occupancy of the region: how the land and resources are used. Land

use as a term is intended to be comprehensive, including the use of

aquatic resources. ln a naturaì resource-based community such as SIL'

an investigation of land use becomes a tooì for both economic and

cultural enquiry.

2.2.1 lbe mixed econority

The subsistence economy linked the people with the land and its

resources. The traditional economy was resource-based and reinforced

community, co-operation, and intimate knowìedge of the land (Usher

l980). Local resources were essential to success' though limited trade

occurred over tremendous distances. An exchange basis was ìater

enhanced by the fur trade, with the del iberate production of goods for

trade by native househoìds (Pettipas .|989; Usher .l980).
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The traditional economy has been seen as doomed by the march of

civi I ization. ln the context of the Churchi ì I River Diversion, it was

considered an anachronism in the current age of technology (Van Ginkel

Associates 1967). Sociaì engineering was envisioned as the means of

transition in the north from a subsistence to an industrial economy

(Van Ginkel Associates 1967). The two forms of livelihood l^/ere seen

as incompatible.

Granted that f i ni te natural resources wi I I not sustai n an unì imi ted

population, subsequent wri ters have reconsidered the modern vi ì lage

economy. lt is one which relies upon a mixture of the formal with the

tradi tional economy. As the capi tal requi rements to pursue

traditionaì production have risen, and as costs (such as living in

electrified housing) have increased, wages and transfer payments have

become means to support domestic production (Ross and Usher .|986).

This creates a mixed economy, reliant on both modes of production for

survival.

The Federat i on of Saskatchewan I nd i ans i n Ask i -Puko (1976)

suggested a reduction of subsistence activity among those receiving

welfare payments, though not among those earning hrages. They insisted'

however, on the essential significance of domestic production.rrThe

survival of the Churchi I I River Basin Cree is precariously dependant

on both cash income and domestic production; neither constitutes a

sufficient condition, but both forms of income are necessary

conditions for survivaìrt (1976, 320). Their data refuted conventional

wisdom that would assume a decrease in domestic harvesting

accompanying wage activity. The results suggested, rather, the

complementarity of wage and subsistence involvement.
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It is difficult to quantify the mixed economy. l'luch of the value of

production -- essential ly aì I of the informal, subsistence sector --

is missed in conventional economic analysis. The standard indicator of

per capita income in northern vi llages remains wel I below national

averages (Ross and Usher 1986).

Here we confront the paradox that is fundamental to alì
understanding of this kind of economy. Living off the land
in general, or by hunting, trapping, or fishing in

. particular, is associated with poverty; but a shift away
from such harvesting creates the conditions for poverty
(Brody l98l).

The domestic harvest of resources provides essential food and

reinforces community ties. ln analysis, the domestic harvest can not

be readily removed from the commercial.One supports the other. Based

on their extensive o.verlap, Brody considered the tendency to establ ish

a dichotomy between traditional and modern activity as a significant

confusion (ì981).

ln a larger Canadian context, the Report of the llackenzie Valley

Pipel ine lnquiry, Northern Frontier Northern @]g9!' was a

groundbreaking document through its investigation of native culture

and economies in reìation to imported industrial development (Berger

1988). The persistence of native values and of the mixed economy were

seen as a measure of their worth to participants. Critical guestions

regarding the objectives of economic development h,ere raised. Social '

cultural, economic, and environmental concerns h/ere identified as

interrelated for those practising a resource-based I ifestyle.
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2.2"2 SIL economy

The modern SIL economy has developed from a subsistence base. As

previousìy mentioned, trade had begun for furs from Southern lndian

Lake as early as 1717. This provided the primary connection with the

industrial economy unti I the establ ishment of the commercial fishery

in .l942. Fishing became a primary activity for this community

(Appendix A, map A5), and fit well with the seasonality of trapping.

Archaeological evidence suggested that ancient peoples of Southern

lndian Lake had used gill nets (Hallory 197Ð. Weagle and Baxter

(197Ð did not consider the antecedents to the fishery in their brief

history of the commercial fishery prior to lake impoundment. The

crel^/s hired by Tom Lamb in the initial years were from The Pas and

Wabowden. Later on, local crews predominated, though buyers were

'I argel y from outs i de S I L. Transportat i on was a major probl em and

economic limitation. The development of the towns of Lynn Lake and

Leaf Rapids with their associated rail and road links was beneficial

to the Southern I nd i an Lake f i shery (l,leag le and Baxter 197Ð .

Considerabìe research was done by the Department of Fisheries and

Qceans considering the effects of flooding and diversion to the

ecology of Southern lndian Lake. The fìow regime and temperature of

major basins of the lake was altered, which created effects to ice-on

and ice-off (Hecky l98l+). Sedimentation was pronounced in areas of

the lake due to shoreì ine erosion, with significant impact on

turbidity (Hecky and Hccuì lough ì984). tlhitefish egg survival was

I ikeìy affected by sedimentation (Fudge and Bodaìy 1984) ' with

probable impl ications for population recruitment. Alterations in
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location, abundance, and grade of fish were demonstrated by fisheries

researchers (godaly et al. 1983a, .l983b, 
'gg'*l. 

A review of the

environmentaì impact assessment research at Southern lndian Lake

concluded that predictive capabi I ity regarding environmental effects

was at a low ìevel of development. lmprovements can be made onìy

through monitoring and evaluation after alteration of the system

(Hecky et al. .l984).

Practica from the Natural Resources lnstitute (Wagner l98l; Peristy

1989; and Baker 1990) investigated economic and biologic aspects of

the fishery since diversion. Peristy demonstrated that catch per unit

of effort and grade of whitefish have not recovered from declines

which took place after lake impoundment. l.lagner's analysis concluded

that the summer fishery performed in marginaì economic fashion, viable

only through substantial subsidization. lt was suggested that for

social reasons, considerations of economic efficiency might require

modification. Fishing couìd be seen to be consonant with a traditional

I ifestyle: not simpìy as commerciaì enterprise. Bakerrs results

suggested that domestic harvesting is at times an integral byproduct

of activïty which is seen as strictìy 'rcommercial,r' and is a required

part of economic analysis.

Available data suggest that slL has a mixed economy typical of

northern native viììages. lt is a blend of the formal market economy

and the traditional informal subsistence economy which has been

present for generations, and which has surrounded Cree culture.

Waldram (1983) suggested that in 5lL the connection between cash
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i ncome and domest i c product ion r.Jas more i nd i rect than i n some other

northern vi ì lage circumstances. He felt that the existence of a

successful commercial fishery altered the interaction. Cash sources

(wage income and transfer payments) financed commercial activity'

which in turn allowed for domestic harvesting. The merit of his

analysis is debatable, given the extent to which commerciaì fishing is

f inanced through the Freshwater F ish l'larket ing Corporat ion and the

Hanitoba Agricultural Credit Corporation. However, regardless of the

source of financing, it is clear that significant domestic production

occurs in conjunction with commercial production, and in this sense,

is financed by ¡t.

lnitial anaìysis of the SIL economy in 1965 ignored domestic

production in evaluating total community income (Van Ginkel Associates

i96Ð (Appendix B, table Bl). No economic vaìuation of any informal

or subsistence activity was attempted. But at that time, resource

harvesting through fishing and trapping accounted for 75.62 of the

total money income; wage employment contributed 7.\"¿ to overall money

i ncome.

The sociaì context of the community as it faced flooding and an

evaluation of the economies of SIL was attempted in 1972 (Colìinson

1975) (Appendix B, table 82). Domestic harvesting of wood' fish'

meat, and fur was estimated a'r. 2OZ of community income, which likely

undervalued this activiQ¡-. ^ The total return f rom resource harvesting

(i ncl ud i ng wages of f i shermen and I imi ted domesti c harvest) was

calculated to be 58'.ó of total income.Qther wages (construction,

service, and government) and transfer payments accounted for the

remai ning 429é
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The Treaty and Aboriginal Rights Research Centre (Wagner 1985)

initiated a province-wide domestic harvesting survey to aséess the

scale of resource use by 26 lndian bands. Average per capita

consumption of wild meat ranged from 45 lo 95 lbs (Zl to [3 kg)

annually in the sample. The study figures þ/ere comparable to harvest

statistics from other regions and suggested the ongoing significance

of domestic harvesting to individual and community I ife. The study

also considered the implications of the extent of this harvest for

resource management, where government estimates of native harvest

d i ffered substant i al I y from survey data.

2.2.3 Surmary

SIL land use includes significant effort in trapPing, fishing' and

domestic harvest of resources. ln the past, these activities have

been seen to be primary to the SIL economy. This land use has also

been central and traditional to the community culture. "The fishing

camps and trap lines are part of the community of which South lndian

Lake is the centrert (van Ginkel Associates 1967, 222Ð. Resource

harvesting has been the definitive community economic and cultural

activity.
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2"3 TIETHODOL(]GY

2.3.1 Land use a¡d occupancy

Land use and occupancy studies have developed in Canada in conjunction

with native land or compensation claims and in circumstances of

conflicting land use. At a time when many governments are proposing

concepts of co-management with native and other resource users, it

would seem that the documentary and analytic functions of land use and

occupancy studies might assist management decisions.

The prototype resource use study in northern Canada was the lnuit

Land use and occupancy Project of the lnuit Tapirisat of canada

(Freeman 1976). The three-volume report has been the basis of other

studies and has useful sections concerning research perspective and

methodology. lt was conceived rrto produce a comprehensive and

verifiable record of lnuit land use and occupancy in the Northwest

Territories, ... also to provide an expìicit statement -- ry the lnuit

-- of thei r perception of the man-land relationshipr' (Freeman 1976,

l:ì9). Place name maps, cultural maps' wildlife resource maPs, and

traveì route maps were created for three historic periods throughout

the Canadian Arctic. Standard i:!0O,OOO topographic sheets (l:25O,OOO

in the llackenzie Deìta) served as the base for individual "map

biographies" of personal land use. The biographies were then compi ìed

to create community ìand use maps and eventually publ ished in

l:2,000,000 scale. About l50 fieldworkers surveyed approximateìy 1,600

respondents i n 33 sett ì ements '

The lnuit Land Use and Occupancy Project made no attempt to

guantify harvest nor to estimate a dollar value of the resources
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harvested. Effort was made to accumuìate a sense of the lnuit/land

relationship, and the c.ultural sìgnif icance of harvesting activity

through the recording of direct statements. Open-ended interviews were

uti I ized to col lect data. The methodology recognized an assumption,

which was verified by resultant data, of the validity of the recaìl

survey technique. Recognition was given to the difficulty of

communicating technical data across cultural and I inguistic

boundaries. Committees of each community were establ ished to

scrutinize and verify aggregate maps and reports for accuracy.

Final ly, a comput,er data base was establ ished for storage and

retrieval of information. The strengths of the lnuit study are its

remarkable comprehensiveness and its sensitiv¡ty in the portrayal of

the harvest i ng cul ture.

What the Land Provides (Weinstein 1976) b/as a product of the Fort

George Resource Use and Subsistence Economy Study initiated by the

James Bay Cree, after a court injunction halted Hydro Quebec

construction. lt was designed to document occupancy, to locate

resources, and to quantify harvest by the Fort George community from

these areas. Approximately l80O persons harvested 518,976 lbs (?J5,898

kS) for the annual period 1973-7\, or l3l kglperson/Year.

l,laps of 1:250,000 scale were utilized to coìlect locational

information. This information was transferred by species to a .l00

square kilometer grid system (Universal Transverse) and computer coded

for further use. The intent of the study was to record the extent of

dependence on subsistence resources. No cash conversion was made of
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harvest statistics. The subsistence year ' biological components' and

ecology of species received attention. lnterviews for recalled

information spl ¡t the period into divisions along I ines derived from

the hunting year. lnformation was species-specific, including that for

fish and small mammals. The approach taken in the Ft. George study was

usefuì in claims negotiation, but weaker in integrating the cultural

value of the activitY.

Peter Armitage prepared a recent land use and occupancy study for

submission to the Federal Environmental Assessment and Review Office

by the lnnu of Quebec and Labrador (1989). lts purpose was to document

the land use of two commun¡ties and to enquire into the perceived

effects on ìand use of low-level flight by military aircraft. Again'

lz25O,OOO scaìe maps were chosen to record harvesting and occupancy.

Questionnaires were used as a means of quantifying lnnu harvesting.

ln an attempt to prevent sample bias, hunters were classed as

Itcountry-basedrr or trcommunity-based.rr The community-based group was

f urther divided into 'rvery active,¡r "moderately actiVe,r' or r¡minimal ly

activerrcategories; those who were inactive were not sampled. This

stratified sampl ing technique was an innovation to domestic harvest

evaluation, and provided a means of I imiting sample bias. The sample

interviewed (127) represented the proportion of the popuìation (295)

in level of activity. The two communities of the study produced 65,O25

kg of edible bush food in 1987, for an average per capita production

of lll kg/person/year. Cash vaìue to the meat production was achieved

by substituting a high qual ity lean beef of equivalent nutritional
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content as pr¡ced in a regional store. The author noted the potential

reductio economica absurda that may result frorn assigning monetary

value to harvests whi ìe socio-culturaì significance is ignored

(Armitage 1989, 82). Necessarily, a considerable portion of the report

dealt with documentation of the location, frequency, and effects of

military overflights.

2"3.2 Social ancl econornic assess¡nents

Economic and, more recently, social assessments have become standard

features in development evaluation. ln the case of northern native

communities, it has proven difficult to assess a mixed village economy

by conventional means used for the industriaì economy. The Federation

of Saskatchewan lndians (1976, 231) found that the appl ication of

traditionaì socio-economic indicators to the Churchill River basin

Cree resulted in the anomaly of a population with an income (including

income-in- kind) below the national minimum level for survival, and

with a much higher than average birthrate. Conventional economic

models did not ex¡st to accurately picture either the subsistence or

the mixed vi ì lage economy. The authors developed an input/output model

of subsistence economic performance to more closely represent the

local economy. The model included cash income, domestic food, domestic

shelter, domestic clothing' and domestic subsistence tool

production/consumption. Their approach added to a simpìe

income-in-kind model which values the product, but not the activity

wh i ch produced i t.
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Armitage maintained that the lnnu and other natives' I ike

housewives jn the industrial economy, have been shut out of the class

of'rreal workil by their participation in the informal economy, and

l ikewise cìassed as "unemployed.rr ln this scenario, hunting and other

subsistence activity were classed as unproductive and anachronistic

(Armitage .|989). The analogy brought the subject clearly to focus. To

maintain this ethnocentric outlook was to dismiss lnnu culture;

domestic production must be recognized as must the culture that

practises it.

Col I inson (1975, 176) calculated income-in-kind for the SIL

community apparentìy by hypothesizing harvest statistics, with ì ittle

empirical content. The figures in the caìculations were clearly

represented, but no indication was given as to how the harvest numbers

or assigned values per unit were derived. Family size was not defined.

The value of a fish meaì used in calculations (S1.50) differed

substantially from the figure used for Cross Lake and Nelson House

(s4.oo)inthesame@IReport.TheassumptionSmadethroughout

the harvest valuation were not made expl icit. Simi lar criticisms of

col ì inson's work for the LIICNRSB in Northern Flood Agreement

communities have been voiced (Usher and l^/einstein, in press). The

figures derived by Collinson, though they may have been accurate, are

difficuìt to evaìuate, and seem on baìance to be ìargely hypothetical.

The bias of respondents (whether government officials or community

members) is unknown, the completeness of the data is undetermined, and

the overaì I methodology is unreported. Crude 'rguesstimatesrr by uneven

methods are not adequate to meet peer review or adversarial
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proceed¡ngs (Usher 1988). l4ethodological concerns arise in areas of

purpose, definition of parameterS, SUrvey instrumentS or protocol, and

bias of respondents (Usher and Wenzel 1987).

ln summary, relevant I iterature suggests several methodological ly

problematic areas:

l. the mixed vi I lage economy is unl ike the industrial one for
which economic models have been developed.

2. domestic harvest statistics require care in design and
col lection of data. Èlonetary vaìuations also face the potent¡al
of reducing activity strictly to doì ìar terms.

2.4 IHE Slt Ct]lllI'IUNITY

Land use and occupancy studies have, in part, attempted to Present a

picture of the people in relation to the resource, their vaìues, and

their sense of place. The literature to date has some generaì

references regarding SIL and the life carried out while making a

I iving in that place.

Van Ginkel Associates presented a paradoxical view of SIL and its

future. "The community at South lndian Lake is atypicaì in that it is

seìf-supporting, with a high per capita income as compared with

similar communities'r (lg6l, ì:2) . rrA striking f eature of the

distribution of income by sources is the relativeìy smal ì contribution

to total income made by welfare payments and pensions; the fact that

they contributed only 6.! percent to total income indicates the
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capacity of the community to sustain itself'¡ (1967,2235).rtln

summáry, by lndian, and even by general Northern ltlanitoba standards'

the people at South lndian Lake are very well off economicalìy" 0967,

2238). lnterestingly, the subsistence economy was not recognized at

all in this study, which would have made the economic case even

stronger. The paradox comes in the refutation of a mixed vilìage

economy as an anachronism in the current age of technology. This

conclusion, drav{n in the face of community self-rel iance' was

surprisingly ideological. IrThe ultimate solution for every lndian in

North America wilì be to become a member of our technocratic society

and whether this society is perfect or not is irrelevantrt (Van Ginkel

Assoc i ates 1967 , I :8) .

By 1973; it seemed that social conditions had changed

substantiaì ly. Col I inson represented Sl L as a weìfare haven, no longer

self-sustaining. He found a community in transition, frustrated and

mesmerized by the increasing complexity of life and the pace with

which change was being brought to it (Collinson 1975, l2ì).

ln spite of this analysis, Coll inson recommended (with a new

pol itical cl imate and proposed flood regime) that subsistence activity

be recognized, that the harvesting I ifestyle remain an option' that

the community receive assistance in organization for decision-making'

and that active analysis of the fishery be undertaken towards its

future survival.
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The analysis of weìfare dependency has been questioned. Coì I inson

stated that 282 of community income came from transfer payments. This

was mÍsleading in the face of probable undervaluation of domestic

production. But it was also used to debunk "one of the myths

associated with South lndian Lake that it is a seìf-sufficient

communityrr (Coììinson 197Ð. However, use of the figures in this

manner might be misrepresentative. A critic stated that " (i)n actual

fact, only 3.89 percent of the total community income consisted of

payments to unemployed employables not 282" (Elias 197Ð. lt seems

that Collinson's methods have ìimited the value of his economic and

social analyses of SlL.

I n an amb i t i ous undertak i ng, l^/a ldram (l g8Z) sought to assess the

social impact of hydro development on the community of SIL using as a

framework the anthropological concept of underdevelopment. He reviewed

the community economy in comparison with Coì I inson's earl ier. data.

Segments of the dissertat¡on dealt with the commercial fishery'

trapping, domestic harvest, employment, and transfer payments. A

section dealt with hydro development and human ecology. ln summary'

Waldram ascribed impairment of the commercial and domestic economy to

the flooding of Southern lndian Lake.

Waldram (i988) considered the political involvement in the

hydroelectric developments affecting Cumberland House, Chemahawin

(Eastervi I le), and SlL. The principal thesis developed was a

comparison between the making of treaties and the hydro projects in

these three communities. The picture developed of SIL was of a

community divided, ìacking resources for decision-making, and facing

an uncertain future.
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ln a paper considering relocation and settlement in the Canadian

subarctic in general, Waldram (lg8Z) considered a case study based on

SlL. The thesis of the articìe was that a southern urban model of

settlement planning is culturally inappropriate in the subarctic and

induces stress for native inhabitants. ln reference to SIL' he

suggested that closer proximity of houses and the dispersion of

kinship-based settìement patterns since resettlement have resuìted in

an increase in inter-fami Iy tension.

2.5 CoNCLUSI0N

The I iterature reviewed provides reìevant historical, economic,

methodological, and sociaì reference points for the current study.

To date, mapping of ìand use and occupancy by the community of SIL

has been I imited. Commercial fish stations on Southern lndian Lake

were located. The location of residences at SIL was documented. The

Department of Fisheries and 0ceans mapped the general shift of fishing

locations after impoundment.

Economic analysis done by Van Ginkel Associates did not consider

the subsistence sector. The study of income-in-kind by Collinson did

not consider several categories: the production of subsistence tools,

water, shel ter, berr i es, and med i c i nal herbs. Further, the assumpt i ons

of the subsistence valuation method were not del ineated to enable

informed ¡nterpretation of the data.
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ln conclusion, the current research is the first comprehensive

study of occupancy and land use of the area as defined by a community

per spect i ve .
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Chapter III
iIETHODS

The stated objective of the research r^/as to document the occupancy of

the SIL region and the use of local natural resources by the

communi ty. Three methods were used to col lect data: l. interviews

with community residents, 2. government data sources' and 3. contact

with key informants within SlL. These sources wiìl be discussed

throughout this chapter, organized under topic headings reìevant to

the study objectives. These topic headings in large measure reflect

the organization of the interviews themselves.

The methodology adopted for this research was developed with a

recognition of two underlying concerns:

l. the need to document changes over time

2. the need to elicit concepts of use and occupancy prevaìent in

the community rather than imposed by study restrictions.

3. 1 IHE INTERVIEUIS

The principal method of data coì ìection was through holdins 47

personaì interviews with individuals at SlL. These took pìace largeìy

in homes or at fish camps, with five (by preference of the

individuals) occurring at the SIL Community Counciì offices. A home

context was sought to allow people to be at ease' and to allow

discussion or confirmation of uncertain detai ls with fami ly members or
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others who might have been present. An individual interview was

preceded by a brief introduction to the study, and an assurance of

personal confidentiality in any subsequent report.

Research at SIL took place between December 15-20, 1989 and between

llay 3ì and August 8, 1990. The December period allowed input from

members of the Community Counciì, Fishermenrs Association, and

Trappers'Association, as well as a trial of interview and mapping

techniques. To further the interview process, two interpreters ì^rere

hired through the Outreach worker of the SIL Community Council 0ffice.

A male in his late 60's with fluency in Cree and in English

interpreted when elders were interviewed, a younger man (late 20rs)

when otherwi se requ i red.

3. 1. 1 Research bacltground

This research was facilitated in numerous ways, identifiabìe and

unidentif iable, by familiarity with individuals in SIL and with the

community itself. The researcher spent in total about eight years in

SIL between September 1979 and June 1989. The accessibi I ity'

frankness, and patience of research partic¡pants in the interview

process was no doubt enhanced by fami I iarity and previous association.

3. 1.2 Interview content

Full interviews centred on the foìlowing themes: l. community origins,

2. trapping and hunting and associated travel, 3. extensive travel, 4.

fishing,5. plant harvests, and 6. resource use from SIL in a present

and future context. A list of questions was utilized to organize the
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interviews, though they remained open-ended in format. lnterviews had

two components: one of mapping, and one of verbal responses, both

quantitative and qualitative in nature (Appendix C, Figure Cl).

The interviews ranged from one-half to three and one-half hours in

duration, those with the elderly in general being most brief. The

open-ended format allowed room for expansion where enthusiasm of the

respondent prevai led, or curtai lment where I ittle information was

forthcoming or where (in a few cases) time was short. The interview

process was designed to encourage descriptive responses and to allow

for tangency, reflection, or new areas of discussion.Open-ended

questions can allow other points of view to surface without them being

predetermined entirely by the format of the questionnaire (Patton

1980). Effort was made in interview design to include room for

description and definition of resource use, as well as for elaboration

of its meaning and importance. Notes were taken throughout the

interviews and organized by subject matter.

3. 1.3 Prel iminary analysis

Within severaì days of each interview, a preliminary analysis of its

particulars was conducted, whi le recol lection was clear, yet some

objective distance had been gained. The analysis concerned both the

process and the product of the interview. An analysis of process

included such items as the degree of map familiarity of the

respondent, the apparent wilìingness to proceed with segments of the

interview, and perhaps the avai labi I ity of the person's eyegìasses. ln

other words, notes were made regarding items which might reflect on
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the qual ity of the information gathered. ln this manner, a general

level of confidence could be formulated, and a sense of the variance

occurring from such sources.

A provisionaì analysis in this manner provided both a specific and

a generaìized sense of what had been said or drawn and its reìation to

the other interviews. The analysis was used either directly in

interpretation and compilation, or in creation of a general level of

confidence in the data. lnterview product was reviewed for

compìeteness, and the apparent level of care with which mapping had

proceeded. ln general terms, notes were made of the overaìl strengths

and weaknesses of the interview.

3.1.4 Sanple design

Sampling of individuals was not random, but rather a seìected group

was sought for interviews. ln the creation of a I ist of names for

interviews, a number of criteria were used: ì. even geographic

distribution of trapping effort, 2. representation from three age

classes (20-40, \0-65, 65+), with inclusion of al I avai lable maìe

elders, and 3. invoìvement of trappers, hunters, and fishermen

identified as significant figures within these fields.

lnitial contacts within the community in June, 1990' concerned

sel ect ion of suggested names for i ntervi ews from a comprehens ive ì i st

of trappers and fishermen. The local Trapl ine Liaison 0fficer (DNR)

assisted in redrawing current boundaries on the 1979 map of the SIL

registered traplines (RTL). Names of helpers or partners were attached

to that of the line holder to prevent excessive duplication from
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within the limited sample. A revised guideline list of names, in three

rough age groups, was reviewed by the presidents of the Fishermen¡s

and Trappersr Associations to identify those whom they felt were key

persons to an evaluation of resource use by the community.

3.1.5 !!an biography

The basic mapping technique utilized was the map biography: a map

compiled by each person to show the areas he had travelled, hunted,

trapped, fished, and stayed during his adult I ife. The respondent

identified areas as significant to the current harvesting of moose,

caribou, waterfowl, fish, berries, timber, and firewood. 0f the 47

interviews conducted, 36 involved a map biography. l./herever possible,

the individual himself drew the map. Effort was made to include

elders to document pre-l!46 harvest¡ng by the community: 9 of the 36

mapping interviews included pre-RTL information. The biographies were

recorded using felt markers on acetate over'laying 12250,000 scale

topographic sheets of the resource area. Fishing activity on the main

lake was recorded directly on a map consisting of joined l:50,000

sheets. Extensive traveì by canoe, boat, dogteam' or snowmobile was

outìined on a l:1,000,000 topographic sheet. Community place names

were sought to identify significant places with¡n the SIL area.

Harvesting of berries, firewood, and timber in the locale of the

community was located on the l:50,000 map.
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3.1.6 üap cqpi lation

Composite maps were constructed along thematic I ines from the

individual biographies and from information col lected from other

sources. ln the case of the biographies, the appropriate data were

transferred onto an acetate overlay composite which was registered to

the same base map. ln this manner, each interview contributed

information in the formation of a community composite.

ln the compilation of mapped data, decisions were made regarding

choice of appropriate time periods to reflect altered or contrasting

activity. ln the case of trapping, the registration of traplines in

1946 was selected as the logical break. ln the case of commercial

fishing, the impoundment of the lake was the universal divider for

those interviewed. Comparisons with things 'rbefore the fìoodil were

omn i present.

3.2 CO]'ll'lUNITY ORIGINS

Research was done in the Provinciaì and Hudson's Bay Archives to fill

in the historical record regarding community origins. HBC post records

brere searched for information as to location and size of the SIL

population around the turn of the century. ln particular, information

clar i fyi ng the relation of S I L to Nel son House was sought.

This was then used in interviewing. ln an attempt to define the

nature and timing of early occupancy, a list of names of men trading

at the Nelson River Post of the HBC at Threepoint Lake in 1893 was

used as a reference for elderly SIL residents (Stout, HBC Archives

8.195/d/7). They were asked if they knew or knew of those persons
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listed, and whether those they knew had lìved at or travelled in the

SIL region.

The Treaty and Aboriginaì Rights Research Centre served as another

secondary source of community history. They provided considerable

correspondence from the period 1928-ì!64 regarding the possibi I ity

that SIL might achieve band status or receive reserve lands.

Questions within the interviews sought information about the early

community. ln total, ten elderly residents provided information

regarding the early SlL, and its first tpermanentr residents.

3.3 HUNTING AilD TRAPPING

Hunting and trapping can be seen as pivotal within the study, and the

interviews yielded pertinent mapped and written data. lnformation

regarding trapping, hunting, and travel was taken from the individual

map biographies to create a series of composite maps of colìective

community use. These maps were based on thirty-six map biographies'

except Figure 6 (tfre location of areas currently significant to

wi ldl ife harvest), for which thirty-four contributed information.

For these hunting ìocations, onìy the best contemporary and

consistent sites were identified. To protect those currently making a

I ivel ihood from these resources, the map identifying these ìocations

has been considerably general ized so as not to identify specific

sites.

For travel, onìy principal routes were marked, and no attempt was

made to total ly represent an individual's I ifetime travel.
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lnterviews indicated marked changes in fur harvest over time for

two species: muskrat and marten. To provide some quantitative anaìysis

of these reported phenomena, figures for furs sold were taken from DNR

summary records. Catches in the period 19\8/\9 through 1972/73 were

compared to those in eight winters of avaiìable data from 1977/78

through 1988/89. l'lean catches for each species for each period were

calculated, and further expressed as a ratio between periods.

To consider the effects of flooding on muskrat production,

traplines were separated into flooded (Zl lines) and unflooded (29

I ines) categories, fol lowing Webb (ì974) . Huskrat production was

tabulated by individual trapl ine for flooded and unflooded zones, PFê-

and post-impoundment (Appendix B, Tables Bl l-Bì4) .

The interviews aìso yíelded information regarding trapl ine

management techniques and means of confl ict resolution among SIL

trappers. Anecdotal responses were recorded concerning influences and

impacts on trapping and hunting in the SIL region. Changes in family

use of trapl ines were also discussed.

Secondary sources were used as references to the information which

was col ìected through interviews. The Regional Fur f'lanager (DNR) in

Thompson provided name and place of resídence for SIL trapì ine

holders. Annuaì reports from SIL Conservation Officers from .l953 lo

l!61 were made avai ìable for a historical perspective on community

resource harvest i ng.
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3.4 EXTENSIVE TRAVEL

The I ifetime travel of individuals by canoe, boat, dogteam' or

snowmobile often exceeded the boundaries of the base map from which

trapping and hunting uras recorded. For this reason, another col lective

map was created to show these uses. These extensive trips were

undertaken for a variety of purposes -- employment, hunting' trapping,

recreational, and social -- which were coded separateìy on the

composite map. As the focus of this study was on traditional

harvesting activity, extensive travels by air, road, or rail were not

recorded.

Anecdotal records of extensive journeys were recorded in paraphrase

where they could not be mapped.

3"5 FISHING

Collection of data on SIL fishing activity was prîmariìy done for the

commercial fishery of Southern lndian Lake, but also involved inland

commercial and domestic f isheries.

3.5.1 Comnercial f ishing al lhe main lalte

Fishermen were asked to identify only the best and most consistent net

sites for commercial fishing on the main lake for: a) summer

pre-impoundment, b) winter pre-impoundment, and c) post-impoundment.

These individual results were compiled into a composite map. Sites in

each period were counted, as were the number of sites that were

i dent i ca I before and after f ì ood i ng.
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A recall harvest survey for fish (average catch,/netlnight) was

conducted wi th i n' the i nterv i ews, aga i n for the pre- and

post-impoundment periods. The data were col lected in several

different uní ts: f ish/net (s) /night, pounds/net (s) /night,

boxes/net (s)/night, and tubs/net (s) /night. The interview question

sought a response measured in tubs caught per night, given the number

of nets used at the time. This was thought most closely to simulate

the pattern of bringing fish into the plant.

Since the nominal quantity r¡fishrrreferred to pre-impoundment

activity, a figure of 1.32 kg per whole fish was used, folìowing

sampled mean weights of whitefish from 1952 and 1972 (Ayles and

Koshinsky ì97Ð. The standard conversion factor of 0.87 tor round to

dressed medium whitefish was used. Therefore, for analysis, one fish

uras converted to a value of l.ì kg dressed weight.

For simpìicity, since the use of '¡boxesrrand¡rtubs" was not

consistent among fishermen, the two were interpreted as equivalent. A

tub was defined as 60 ìb or 27.3 kS, which is the Freshwater Fish

l'larket i ng Corporat ion standard. A response of "5 or 6 nets" became 5 "5

" nets in calculations.

The mean, standard deviation, and median were determined for the

pre- and post-impoundment recal l harvest data.

Catch per unit of effort data for Southern lndian Lake available

from LWCNRSB and Department of Fisheries and 0ceans I iterature were

used as a comparison with the recal led harvest.
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3"5.2 Inland domestic ancl connercial fishing

lnland lakes which at some point had been commerciaìly fished by SIL

permit holders were marked on the base map. The provinciaì Fisheries

Branch (DNR) office in Thompson provided a production history for

these lakes and a listing of current permit status and ownership'

which was used for comparative purposes.

Domestic harvesting of fish was covered superficial ly, and only for

inìand lakes. ln the interview process, ìakes which at some point

were utilized for domest¡c purposes l^rere identif ied. This took place

for twenty-one of the thirty-six interviews. Hhere a ìake was fished

both commercialìy and domesticaìly, the results indicate it as

commercial use.

3.ô PLANT HARVESTS

0nly current harvest locations with the community as a base were

mapped during the interviews: for berries, green and dry firewood, and

timbers for construction purposes. l'ledicinal plants were mentioned'

but no locations were mapped. Sites that were indicated by more than

one respondent were located by a single symbol on the map.

To determine the approximate radius of this harvest zone, a

distance by water which ìncluded most of these sites was determined on

the l:50,000 map.
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3. 7 OPEEPUNNAPI|IEETII N

A segment of the interviews involved surveying opinion about the

rbush' (hunting, fishing, trapping, and other domestic harvesting)

component of individual and community life, the future of the bush

I ife, and the future of the community itself.

3.7"1 lrportance ql buqh life
To assess the significance of the bush life to the community as a

whole, individuaìs were asked what they liked about the bush life and

why it was important to them. Responses were summarized in a matrix

which classed the response(s) as personal, economic, or cultural. The

'personal' cìass included those responses in which personal

satisfactions were significant. The reconomicr class included

responses which mentioned cost or food in defining the individual¡s

attraction. The rculturalr class of responses were those that

mentioned traditional or social vaìues as important motivations.

3.7 .2 lhe future qf bush I i fe

A sense of the contemporary relevance of the bush Iife was further

sought by enquiring about the relative amount of time spent in the

bush.Ordinal responses to a question regarding time spent in the bush

were enumerated by class. These were then arrayed in a matrix, keeping

the paraphrased responses in paral lel with the ordinal. ln the display

and analysis of qualitative data, it is important to maintain the

connection between the basic data (what was said) and any

i nterpretat ion of i t (l'1i ì es and Huberman .l984) 
.
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People had been asked directly to speculate about the future of the

bush life as they saw it. To test whether a correlation existed

between time spent in the bush (as outlined above) and opinion on the

future of the bush life, another matrix h/as created. The array matched

classed response (time in bush) with paraphrases regarding the future,

which had been scored into four generaì perspectives -- A. same' B.

will continue in some altered form, C. uncertain, and D. no future.

Class C included responses such as "donrt know," as welI as any

where uncertainty dominated. Class D included those that indicated

that "kids werenrt interested,r' presuming a future lack of

i nvo I vement .

3.7.3 lie comnuni ty f uture

Responses to a question regarding the future of SIL were arrayed to

display the range of opinion. ln an attempt to sense the general tenor

of the community opinion, those that were hopeful or constructive in

tone were marked and counted.

3.8 OTHER INTERESÏS JX LAND

Documentation of other interests in land within the SIL resource area

came from a number of sources:

l. A manual search of the l'lines Branch records in Winnipeg

provided two types of information: a) mapped locations of

active mineral claims and production leases (Figure l0); and b)

I ists of the registration number, land area, ÊxPiry date' and

ownership of the claim (Appendix B, Table 86). This search was

updated in September 1990.
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The Thompson offíce of the Department of Tourism provided a

computer príntout of all licensed tourism operations in

northern l,lanitoba. lt listed owner, location, type of facility'

and pert i nent restr i ct i ons.

A manual search was made through the Lands Branch records in

Winnipeg to determine other leases and private holdings within

the area.

The prov i nc ia I I'tanager of the Northern F I ood Agreement prov ided

access to maps and records ì isting land exchange locations and

parcel size, as well as information regarding hold areas within

the reg i on.

With the addition of a basemap showing the RTL perimeter' these land

uses r^rere layered within a computer database. A geographicaì

information system was uti ì ized to generate the colour map.

3.9 VALIDITY OI DATA

Veracity of the mapping data is a concern which was addressed at the

collective more than at the individual level. Transposition of

individual acetate records one upon another was used to suggest the

degree of accuracy community-wide.Outliers of the data set would not

necessari ìy be inval idated, but consistency in adjacent I ines of

travel reinforced a sense of overal I rel iabi ì ity. The multiple and

consistent siting of camps by a variety of individuals was used as

another internal check on the overall reliability of the mapped data.

Quantitative checks were used for the recall fish harvest data as

an assessment of their val idity, by comparison with avai lable catch

2.

3.

4.
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records. Other external checks were uti I ized for some of the

qual itative data. Fur sales records were used as a reference for

quaì itative assessments made repeatedly between individuaìs regarding

changes in animal populations. ln the case of inland commerciaì

fishing, the list of ìakes fished over time created by the SIL

fishermen couìd be matched with DNR records.

Finally, evaluation of the collective data by key informants (from

the Fishermenrs Association, Community Council, and Trappers'

Association) was used as a check on whether the compiled data were

accurate, complete, and representative.
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Chapter IV

RESULTS

4.1 INTRI]DUCTION

lnformation gathered during the study came from a variety of sources.

l'lost of the data resuìted from the 47 interviews carried out with 44

ïndividuals. The interviews varied in duration and intent, and were

by no means uniform in their product (Appendix B, Table 87). 0f the

\7 interviews,36 resulted in mapped data, l0 produced information on

community origins, 32 contributed to the mapping of areas significant

to the harvest of wiìdlife, 2l provided domestic fishing locations, 30

mapped commerciaì fishing locations on Southern lndian Lake, and 9

defined trapping travel prior to the registration of trapl ines. Three

of those interviewed were female.

The physical products of the interviews were J6 acetate map

biographies and 86 pages of interview notes, quotations, and

paraphrases. Their bulk precludes inclusion of the original data

within this report. They are available for review, with the prior

written permission of the SIL Community Counci ì ' at the Provincial

Arch ives of l'lan i toba.
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4.2 LAND UsE AND 0CCUPANCY

4.2.1 Historic occupation

lnterviews with ten elderly respondents provided a sense of t¡re

community origins which confirmed the semi-nomadic nature of early

occupancy, but which also extended the time frame of rpermanentl

residency. SIL seems to have had full-time residents by at least the

turn of the century (if not earl ier), as a continuance of a periodic

and seasonal occupancy of a much longer duration by the same group.

Responses to the Nelson River Post 1893 ìist of names (Stout, HBC

Archives 8.195/d/7) in part confirmed the fluidity with which people

moved between the SIL and Nelson House regions near the turn of the

century (Appendix B, Table 88). Twenty-five of the forty-six named

were known to have travelled in the SIL area, and five of these died

and were buried there. Yet, a group of almost equal number

(twenty-one) were unknown or known not to have come to SIL at all.

A relatively small group of persons were identified as the ilfirst"

to stay at SIL year-round.One of the eìdest persons interviewed (born

.1898) suggested that people were coming to SIL when she was a small

child staying at l'luskwesi Sipi. She further suggested that staying

year-round commenced in greater numbers when she had her first child

at about age 17. ln this account, permanent occupation by this group

would have begun in approximateìy 1915.

However, several other respondents proposed a figure named

r¡Kakakeow'r as the'firstrfull-time resident. A point of land near the

present community has been named after him. This would likely push
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back the date for permanent residency somewhat further. All of the

names on the 1893 listing are of,a modern type, using first and

surname. The names from the HBC New Churchill (SlL) post in 1823 are

Cree and Chipewyan (Charles, HBC Archives 8.91/a/8) .

4.2.2 Ihe active poptllatj-aÐ

According to ll8! census data there were .l23 households in the

community, and a total population ot 845. 0f this population, 572 were

nineteen years of age or younger.

The active resource harvesting population varies from year to year,

depending on factors such as commodity prices, other employment

opportunities, and weather. Approximately ì05 fishermen were active in

the 1980 summer commercial fishery of Southern lndian Lake (Wagner

l98l). Baker suggested that 72 were active in the summer of 1988,

with about 100 participating (Baker 1990). ln the summer of 1989,

where firefighting jobs were available, /8 male and 2 female fishermen

were ì icensed. "Active" in this case refers to active I icensed

fishermen¡ the number of participants would be significantly greater.

Unì icensed helpers in the commercial fishery and domestic fishermen

should also be considered as active in resource harvesting.

ln terms of trapping, lll trappers were licensed for 1987/88 at SIL

of which lOl were active. ln .l988/89, lOl were licensed, of which 76

participated. Again, these figures do not include unl icensed helpers.

These numbers do not encompass the population which is active in

domestic harvesting, which would be larger. Furthermore, the harvest
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activities of women and of teenage children are not represented at

all.

4.2.3 Geographic extent qE land occupancy and resource use

The perimeter of the RTL zone has principally been used to define

resource area in the terms of the Northern Flood Agreement. ln the

ìand use and occupancy maps resulting from this study, it was used as

a basis of comparison with past and present activity. The RTL section

encompasses 34,885 km', the second largest RTL area ass'igned to a

single community in the province (Johnson 1989).

The considerable geographic extent of SIL land use and occupancy is

described by a series of composite maps resulting from this study:

t.

2.

3.

4.

F i gure

4, and

pre-RTL travel and camps plus RTL boundaries (Figure Z)

post-RTL travel and camps plus RTL boundaries (Figure 3)

total reported travel and camps plus RTL perimeter (figure 4)

extens i ve trave I (F i gure 5) .

results from content from 9 mapping interviews, Figures 3,

from 36.

2

5

Community land use encompasses the whole of the RTL section and

extends beyond it. Current hunting and trapping by community members

encompasses an area exceeding 35,000 km'. Historical ly' land use by

the community would likely have ranged within an area of approximately

45,000 to 50,000 kmz.
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Figure 2: REC0RDED PRE-RTL TRAVEL AND CAitPS PLUS RTL B0UNDARIES
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Figure 3: REPORTED P0ST"RTL TRAVEL AND CAiIPS PLUS RTL BOUNDARIES
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Figure 4: T0TAL REP0RTED TRAVEL AND CAlrlPS PLUS RTL PERIMETER
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Figure 5: EXTENSIVE TRAVEL
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4.3 L0CATI0NS 0E RES0URCE USE

4.3.1 Trapping and hunting

Trapping from SIL occurs over a considerable area. Trapping locations

were documented over thro time periods and are shown in Figures 2 and

3. i{ost of the 35,000 km2 area def ined by the RTL section has been

used for trapping purposes. Early trapping ranged considerably beyond

it. Pre-RTL trapping travel was mapped up to 340 km one-way from SlL.

PosI-RTL trapping occurs within roughly 200 km of the community, over

much of the RTL zone.

Prime hunting locations for several species were documented for

current use only and are shown in Figure 6. A total of 232 prime

sites in four wildlife classes were identified by 32 indviduals. Three

sites r^/ere mapped for caribou, 1O2 f or moose, .l08 for waterfowl , and

19 for muskrat. l'lost of these sites (822) were within 125 kn of the

community by air. All the identified locations were within 175 air km.

However, as well, caribou hunting was mapped up to 4ì0 km one-way from

SlL. Hunting sites ranged throughout the RTL section, marked in 39 of

50 trapìines. The location of these sites was not simply dependent on

proximity to the community or to the main lake.
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Fisure 6: PRIME AREAS SIGNIFICANT T0 CURRENT SIL IilILDLIFE HARVEST
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4"3.2 Extensive travel

The travel of SIL residents ranged considerably beyond the core area

represented by maps of basic trapping and hunting (Figure 5). These

travels were undertaken for employment, for hunting, for recreation,

or for social purposes.

Early mapped extensive travel showed trapping and hunting activity

up to 340 km from SlL. Trips by dogteam for trade of furs uP to 420 km

one-bray were mapped. Employment freighting goods by canoe to SIL took

community members 390 km one-way to Cold Lake. Social travel was

mapped to Split Lake (]65 km), to Brochet (240 km), and to Nelson

House (170 km), among others.

Itlore recent extensive travel by dogteam, boat, or snowmobile has

generally been limited to trapping and hunting trips. Social visits

are generaìly accomplished by road or by air. Hunting was mapped up to

410 km from SlL. Trapping is limited to the RTL zone.

4.3.3 FÍ shing

Southern lndian Lake has been extensively fished by the community

(Figure 7). For pre-flooding summer sites, 212 net locations were

identified as the best and most consistent. þJinter sites numbered

168, total I ing 380 prime locations identified for fishing before the

flood. The post-flooding fishing sites were not separated by season'

and totalled ll4.

Furthermore, commercial fishing has been widespread on inland lakes

within the area. A total of 58 inland lakes which had at some point
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beén commercial Iy fished by SIL permit hoìders were identified. Some

of these lakes have also been used for domestic fishing purposes. An

additional 37 lakes fished domestical ly were identified in 2l

i nterv i ews .
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Figure 7: PREFERRED Ct)lrllrlERCIAL FISHING SITES IDENTIFIED, SIL
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4.3.4 Plant harvests near the corilnunity

The harvesting of firewood, berries, and construction ìogs is

commonplace near the community (figure 8). ln total, 4l distinct

sites were identified in the vicinity for berry picking, 52 different

locations where firewood was recently harvested, and I sites for

construction timbers. Nearly al I the identified locations (92 of tne

102) were within l6 km of SIL by water. All identified locations were

within 24 km. Considerable harvest of these items takes place at fish

camps and traplines, but was not recorded.
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Figure 8: CURRENT PLANT HARVESTS NEAR SIL
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4.4 HARVEST TRENDS, CHANGES, AND ADAPTATIONS

4.4.1 Trends j¡ trapping

The extent and location of trapping activity h,as considerably

influenced by formaì registration of traplines in 1946. Prior to this

date, by ìaw any individual could trap anywhere in the region. The

establ ishment of registered trapl ines foì lowed physical features of

the landscape, and alìocated excìusive rights for the fur of each line

to the registered trapl ine holder. Trapping travel prior to

registration tended to be wider-ranging and more I inear than that

which came after trapl ine registration. Trapping was also regularly

carried out beyond the current RTL perimeter, particularly to the

north and south. Travel for trapping purposes within registered

traplines became more circuitous ¡n structure, the pattern of use more

intensive (Figures 2, 3, and 4).

ln the interviews, respondents discussed changes in species

distribution over time. As a comparison with these observations' the

DNR saìes records of species particularly mentioned, marten and

muskrat, were tabulated for verification (Table l). Over the

pre-impoundment period 19\8/\9 to 1972/73, the mean number of muskrat

soìd by SIL trappers was 7,829/year. Qver eight post-impoundment years

for which data was availabìe from 1977/78 to j988/89' the mean number

soìd was 1,222/year. The ìater catch as a ratio of the earlier is

15.6"ó.

Using the same time periods for sales of marten from SIL trappers'

the mean for the early period was 29/Year; the late period, 8\8/year.

The earlier catch as a ratio of the ìatter for marten is 3.4%.
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TABLE 1

DNR FUR SALES REC0RDS FOR SIL: lrtARTEN AND hIUSKRAT

PER I OD YEAR

1g\B/\'g
t9\9/50
t95o/51
t95t / 52
1952/53
1953/5\
195\/55
1955/56
tgS6/57
1957 /58
1958/59
1959/60
t96o/61
t96t /62
t962/63
19Ø/6\
196\/65
1965/66
tg66/67
1967 /68
1968/69
1969/70
197o/7 t

197 t /72
197 2/7 3

TOTAL A

n=25
}4EAN A

¡lUSKRAT

19,763
12,555

7 ,6\0
8,362

I I ,288
8,992

¡0,609
tq,4ìo
I o, B06
12,60l
I1,139
8,956
7,197
\,709
3,1\5
\,835
7 ,293

t1,955
5,923
3,993
2,623
I ,913
2,21+2
1,353
I ,l{30

I,IARTEN

0
0
9

12
25
13
l6
55
t2
23
2l
l!
30

0
0
2

l6
95

. r l4
r8
3t

152
20
32
t6

PRE.
II'lPOUND .

(A)

195,7 32

7 ,829

726

29

POST-
I Í'1PoUN D .

(B)

1977 /78
t97B/79
r979/80
tgBt/Bz
tgÙz/83
1gB3/8t+
1987 /88
tgBB/89

TOTAL B

n=B
T.lEAN B

1 ,998
I ,22\
I ,900

Blo
977

rr54B
700
622

32tt
617
537
772
Bì3
736

1,632
1,35t+

9,779

1 .222

6,785

848

^USKRÂT 
g¡¡ = 15.62 litARTtN ¡¡g = 3.1+"4
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Data for individual trapl ine production is unavai labìe before

1961/62. Prior to the date of impoundment, the zone later flooded

produced 34,.l14 muskrat from 1961/62 to 1972/73, averaging 28\2.8/

year (Appendix B, Tabìe Bll). After impoundment, this flooded group of

trapl ines produced 3,234 muskrat over six years between 1977/78 and

1988/89, averaging 539.O/year (Appendix B, Table Bl3). The zone which

would not later be flooded produced 17,29\ muskrat over the same

period prior to the date of impoundment, averaging 1441.2/year

(Appendix B, Table Bl2). ln the post-impoundment period, this

unflooded zone produced 4,634 muskrat over the same six years,

averaging 772.3/year (Appendix B, Tabìe Bl4).

4.4.2 Changes j¡ fishing

The location, effort expended, and economics of the commercial fishery

were substantial ly aÌ tered by impoundment of Southern I ndian Lake.

Figure 7 indicates the alteration of location of productive net sites.

0nly fifteen sites were identical in location before and after the

flood, from a total of 494 marked sites, prê- and post-impoundment.

The size of catches as well as effort expended changed with

flooding. Fisheries researchers uti I ize the concept of rcatch per

unit of effort'as an indicator of the relative performance of a

fishery. Catch is measured against some standard of effort for a

specific period: in this case, ki lograms of saleable whitefish caught

per 100-yard net for an equalized period of one night. ln this study,

recalled fish harvest information was gathered to reflect a measure of

catch per unit of effort. Twenty-three fishermen provided responses
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for pre'flood catches, seventeen post-fìood (Table 2). The mean

reported pre-f lood catch was 92.5 kS/net/night., the med ian 62.\

kg/net./night, and the range 229.\ kg/net/night. The mean reported

post-flood catch was 12.2 kg/netlnight, the median 10.2 kg/net/night,

and the range 26.8 Ug/netlnight.
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TABLE 2

RECALL Ct]llllrlERCIAL lllHlTEFISH HARVEST RESPONSES:
piÈ- ¡Ho posT-IlnPoUNDtttENT, SoUTHERN INDIAN LAKE

Res pons e Conver s i onlnt.
# pre pos t pre pos t

I

6

7
ll
t4
t7
rB
r9
22
2\
z6
29
3ì
32
33
3t+

35
l6
37
¡8
39
q0

4t
\2
\6
l+7

100 f /n/n
1\oo f/6n/n
250-3Oo tø/n/n
7 t/5n/n
t\00 f /6n/n
l6 t/7n/n
1800 lb/n/n
6o r /n/n
t6 b/5n/n

2000 lb/15n/n

1 b/n/n
10 t/7n/n
17 t/t5n/n
l0oo lb/6n/n
t5 t/15n/n
'to t/8n/n
5 b/n/n
2 t/n/n
100 lb/n/n
9-to ø/7n/n
t5-20 t/5n/n
10 t/7n/n
t+O b/6n/n

7-8 t/n/n

t+-6 t/¡/n
3 t/5n/n

t\ t/l8n/n

r-r.5 t/n/n
to t/2\-3on/n

3-5 t/tin/n
I t/3on/n
650 tb/25n/n
I t/2on/n
8 t/2on/n
6 t/22n/n
8 t/Zt+n/n
8-to t/26n/n
t+ t/ 15n/ n
5-10 t/20n/n
't+ t/ | 5n/ n

llO kg/n/n
256.7 kg/n/n
125 kg/n/n
38.2 ks/n/n
256.7 kg/n/n
6z.t+ u,g/ n/n
233.8 kg/n/n
66 us/n/n
8l .\ kg/n/n

60.6 kg/n/n

27.3 kg/n/n
39 kg/n/n
38.2 ks/n/n
75.8 kg/n/n
27 .3 kg/n/n
34. I kg/n/n
136.5 kg/n/n
5t+.6 kg/n/n
\5.5 kg/n/n
35.1 kg/n/n
95.6 ks/n/n
39 kg/n/n
182 ks/n/n

13.7 ks/n/n

13.7 ks/n/n
l6.t+ ug/n/n

21.2 kg/n/n

3r{. I kg/n/n
ì0. I kg/n/n

7 .3 ks/n/n
7 .3 kg/n/n
I ì .8 kgln/n
10.9 kg/n/n
10.9 kg/n/n
7.\ kg/n/n
9.1 kg/n/n
9.5 ks/n/n
7.3 kg/n/n
lO.2 kg/n/n
7 .3 ks/n/n

TOTAL
T4E AN,

STANDARD DEV I AT I ON

RANG E

T4ED IAN

2126.8
92.5
73.\

229.t+
62.t+

kg/n/n
kg/n/n
kg/ n/ n
kg/n/n
kg/n/n

208.2 kg/n/n
12.2 kg/n/n
6.8 kg/n/n

26.8 ug/n/n
10,2 kg/n/n

NOTE¡ kg/n/n = kg/net/night; t=tub; b=box; f=fish
I fish = l.l kg dressed; I tub = 27,3 kg

round to dressãd medium whitefish = O.87 multipl ier
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4.4.3 Changes j¡ titne spent j! lhe bJsh

Contemporary SIL community members spend less time in the bush than

they did at a younger age (Table 3). None of those interviewed

indicated that they spent relatively more time in the bush than

previously. Four indicated that they spent about the same amount of

TABLE 3

RELATIVE TIiIE SPENT IN BUSH, hIITH STATED REAS0NS

time, and twelve that they spent less.

I nt. È1ore Less Same Stated Reasons
#

9'k
17 ¡'c familY resPonsibilities
20 tr

21 ¡t interested in bush I if e
22 rc family likes it
26 ¡t diff icult travelling
27 ?t grandfather used to stay 2-3 months
29 ¡t schooling for children
32 ¡t conven i ences of town
35 J< f eel s 'r I onel Y" in town
36 ¡t more work then
38 ¡t less opportunities for a famiìy

I i fe now i n the bush
39 ¡t low fur Prices
4l :t better dol lar return for less time
\2 tt major part of trapì ine burnt
44 ¡k family and other responsibilities

0 l2 \ n=16
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4.5 VITALITY AID I]|!P[]RTANCE OT RESOURCE.BASED ACTIVITY

4.5. 1 ùlapped involvement

Act ivi ty i n resource harvesti ng wi th i n the communi ty remai ns h i gh.

l'laps of post-RTL traveì (Figure 3) and extensive traveì (Figure 5)

have components of current and ongoing activity. llost of those who

contributed to the post-RTL map (32 of 36) remain engaged in trapping

and hunting at the time of this study. Therefore, Figure J adequately

represents activity in the present, as well as travel since 19\6. The

maps of wiìdlife harvesting (figure 6) and of berry and wood harvest

(figure 8) have no historical component, but are descriptive of a

portion of today's communi ty activi ty in these sectors. I n a

different way, the map showing toponyms around Southern lndian Lake

indicates the continued involvement of the culture in life on the lake

(Figure 9). Community names for local geographical features far

outnumber the official toponyms of a topographic map, and are in

widespread usage.r Furthermore, the map of other interests in land

shows a more recent use of traditional skiìls and resources: l0

locations of licensed tourist fac¡lit¡es operated by 3 SIL enterprises

(Figure lo).

I See Appendix B, Table Bl0 for the meanings of Cree toponyms. ln
mapping toponyms, Cree or English place names were both collected'
as community usage determined.
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Figure 9: C0Ir!HUNITY T0P0NYilS, S0UTHERN INDiAN LAKE
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Figure 10: OTHER INTERESTS IN LAND IN THE SIL REGI0N
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4.5.2 lrportánce sl þush life
The reasons for the continuing importance of bush ìife can be classed

as personal, economic, and cultural. Responses to the question of the

current importance of bush life to individuals are summarized in Table

4. From the 2! respondents, 22 stated personal motivations' 20

economic, and l3 cited cultural or social reasons for their continued

i nvo ì vement .

Personal motivations involved some sense of greater freedom in the

busþ relative to tohtn ì iving. Other personal responses mentioned a

sense of increased opportun¡ty (lots to do), health, or personal

fulfillment. Cultural motivations cited included tradition and the

teaching role of parents or elders"
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TABLE 4

STATED itilPORTANCE t)F BUSH LIFE, llllTH CLASSED IIOTIVATI[]NS

r4
16 rc

17 Jc

l8 ¡k

I nt. l'10T I VAT I ONS

# Per sona I Econom i c Cu I tura I

9f,J¡

12 tr

¡t

Commen ts

your re f ree i n the bush; I ots
of food

I ivel ihood was good; everYthing
was rich

costs less to I ive on the traPl ine
people can eat whatever theY want
where he gets his food; famiìY

i n bush
totally used to it; free to do as

you feel
lots to do in the bush
no drinking; well off
food; qu i et
scenery; more al ive in the bush;

I ess exPens ive; ra i sed that waY

quiet; healthier; loves making his
I iving that way

ì ikes hunting; quiet
peaceful; part of culture; can

I ive on wi ld meat
f i sh , moosemeat; contentment
independence; sPiri tual reasons;

conf i dence from feed i ng sel f
I i kes the way he was taught to

surv i ve
food; loses appetite on store food;

traditional waY of life
I ikes traveì ì ing; the quiet;

lots to do
likes traditional Iife; freedom;

fee I s better
to feed family; being own boss
more freedom; fresh air; of value

regardless of money
I i kes feed i ng h i mse I f; where he

makes his ìíving
in your blood; freedom; dreaming

what it used to be I ike
ì ife as he wants; I ive for next to

noth i ng; Prefers bush ì i fe
I i kes hunt i ng; no one wak i ng

you up

n=25

20 c¡

2l ¡t Jc

2\ :t Jc

25 fc Jc

26 fc Jr

27 ft Jt

)o ¡t fc

30 ¡t

32 :t

38 ¡t

4l rc

t(

33

35

36

37

\2

\\

l+6

I+7

¡t

r32022
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4.5.3 Future of, bush life
From a communi ty perspective, the future i nvolvement in, and viabi I i ty

of, a resource-harvesting I ifestyle seems somewhat positive (fabte 5) .

0f the 29 who responded, 6 felt that bush life would remain more or

less the same; lO felt that it would continue as a mainstay, if in

altered form; 6 were uncertain; and / felt that kids weren't

interested in continuing the lifestyle or that there was no future in

it. lf the uncertainty class is taken as a fulcrum, l6 positive

responses more than balance the 7 arguably negative.

There was no apparent correlation between the stated relative time

spent in the bush (from Table 3) and the stated opinion regarding the

future of bush I ife.

The perspective expressed considering the overal I future of SIL was

more bleak.0nly I of 2l respondents expressed a hopeful or

constructive approach to the community's future (Table 6) .
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TABLE 5

FUTURE OF BUSH LIFE CORRELATED þIITH RELATIVE TIl'lE SPENT

L ESS
T II,lE
IN
BUSH

! uncertain; need for teacher for bush life
17 jobs and bush I ife compatible
26 skills decìining; hard to make a living
29 have to rely on it in long run
32 kids lack interest
36 continue even if it doesn't PaY

38 kids have a reaì interest
39 a few will trap and fish
4l i nvolvement wi I ì be recreational
\2 wi I I go out regardless of economics
44 part-time; there wiìl always be hunting

c
B

c
A

D

B

A

B

B

A

B

T ime
spent

I nt. Stated opi n i on on bush future
#

Sco r ed

sAl'1E

T ll'1E

IN
BUSH

20
2l
22
35

young peopìe interested
people wi I ì continue in
kids will continue
trapping wi I I disappear

recreat i on/tour i sm as

in different life
part wi th bush food

as a way of ìife;
new i ncome source

D

B

A

"t2

r3
ì4
15

r9
2\
25

30
3ì
33
3\
37
\6
\7

possibly nothing in future on account
of diversion

kids today not interested in bush I ife
bush life wilì possibly fail
grandson wi I I cont i nue f i sh i ng or maybe

get a job
kids not interested in trapping or fishing
avai lable in the future the same as for him
who knows what wilì be ìeft; developments

always coming up
do it for sport
if trapping keeps up, a future for bush
doesnrt want own kids to follow bush life
sees no future in fishing or trapping
older kids will follow a similar pattern
hopes that kids donrt forget it altogether
doesn't know

D

D

cNO

RES PONS E

IN
TABLE
?

B

D

A

c
B

c
D

D

A

B

c

f utur eA = same; B = continue with changes; C = uncertain; D = no
TgTALS A=6 B=.¡0 C=6 t=7 n=29
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TABLE 6

STATED 0PINIt]NS 0F SIL C0IIIh|UNITY FUTURE

lnt. # Comments

8 future "l ike a steel doorrr to close anytíme; chi ìdren
donrt I isten to traditions; language being ìost

I used to be better
12 future generations will have to be supported by

government or HYdro
13 not much future
14 there are going to be shortages of game and goods
17 better to start a new settlement where ¡t is unflooded
21* own reserve wi th separate band status
23 hard for future generations; maybe they can I ive on

wh i skeyj acks
2\ I ife hard with community growing in size
25 personally, no choice but to stay here
26 poor future; government grants cut from education
29t\ commun i ty wi I I always be here; jobs requ ired to

supplement bush ì ivi ng

30tt education as a key to making a ìiving in the future
3\ plans possibly leaving the community with his fami ly
35r' addictions worker required for real social change
37r\ need for education for community to regroup; teach

chi ldren values and behaviour to al low future change

38 future heading down; nobody wants to work
39rt community wi ì I always be there
4l protect area from further development
44t get enough people interested and get the community on

its feet; B¡g Sand Lodge as a modeì for development:
brings pride and a sense of accompl ishment

46:l more jobs requ i red; I eadersh i p requ i red

¡t = hopef ul or constructive in outlook = 8 n=2 ì
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Chapter V

D i SCUSSI t)N

The resuìts of this study demonstrate active use of local resources

by the SIL community which buiìds upon historic use and occupancy of

the region. Current use is an adaptation and extension of previous

uses. Likewise, future use wi I I see adaptive real location of resources

by the community to meet future demands and conditions.

SIL continues as a community in transition, as do all others.

Harvest of resources and time spent engaged in bush life has altered

over living memory. The importance of this engagement has cultural'

personal, and economic component5 which are interrelated. Changes in

these components lead to adaptations in activity. Overal I, the

vitaìity and continued importance of the bush life to thê community

are amply in evidence. The future involvement of community members in

bush I ife seems a preferred scenario.

5.1 l'lAPPING C()NSIDERATIONS

5.1.1 Sarple representation

The mapped results represent a minimaì picture of the degree of

community activity. At every point, the study methods tend to

underrepresent the portrayal both of the extent and intensivity of

use.
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The sampled population is a subset of the larger active harvesting

population of SlL. l'lost of the maps represent the activity of a minor

portion of the harvesters of the community. lnformation on domestic

f ishing, for exampìe, v,/as gathered from perhaps 20 or 2jZ of the

relevant population. Some effort hras made to include in the sampìe

many of the steady hunters, trappers, and fishermen. ln this sense' a

linear extrapoìation of the results would not be expected. However, it

is clear that a more complete sample would result in more

comprehens ive coverage.

The map biographies were compiled exclusively with adult maìes" ln

so doing, an entire class of resource harvesters has been neglected.

This was a methodological choice due to time limitations, but its bias

and possible effects should be noted. There may be roles in land use

that would not be wel I reported by maìes. Potential ly' womenrs

involvement would be greater in rabbit snaring, berrypicking, and the

coììection of medicinal plants. Whatever the case' the sampìe nearìy

neg I ects womenr s harvest i ng a I together .

Furthermore, the travel and trapping routes marked are only the

major routes, and in no \^Jay represent the minor trapping trails nor

the lifetine travel of individuals. ln a similar manner' camPs marked

are a fraction of the places where individuals might have spent the

night (or several nights) whiìe travelling. The maps of wildlife areas

are those of favoured hunting grounds. Descriptions of these core

areas tend to an understatement of the actual hunting range (Freeman

1976). Similar comments will be made through the various segments of

the body of this discussion.
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Throughout the interview process, where a respondent v'/as unsure of

a travel route or location, out of policy it was not marked. This has

a conservative effect, minimizing the total representation. What

exists would tend to be accurate, but of a lesser magnitude.

Therefore, an evaluation of the study results shouìd at all points

recognize the minimizing effects which the sampl ing and study methods

have ímposed. Community resource use and land occupancy has been

generally underrepresented. No limited definition of complete land use

can be drawn from the resuìtant maps, as the maps depict a minimal'

rather than comprehens ive representat i on.

5.1.2 itæ biography a¡d corpi lation

The map biography technique has some inherent strengths and

weaknesses. A map biography likely does not demonstrate the amount of

travel by any individual. For example, where a trapper has remained on

one trapline for his adult lifetime, the hundreds of trips across the

same trails would not be shown using this technique. Further along

this I ine, the biography does not distinguish the ful l-time resource

harvester from the casual or weekend hunter. To a degree' this is

appropriate: harvesting is harvesting. To the individual ' occasional

subsistence harvesting may have a high degree of importance. llhere the

degree of full-time use is high, as in SlL, â9âin the travel may be

under s ta ted .

The compi lation of individual biographies overcomes some of the

shortcomings of the technique. l'leaning is to be found in the

collective use of the area and its resources. The representation of
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col lective use provides a good indication of occupancy: the

longer-term territorial aspect of use of the land. lt provides a good

indication of the territorial extent and intensity of use where the

information col lected is soì id and representative. Th¡s is the density

aspect of intensity: how closely the land is known. lt provides a

lesser indication of the frequency aspect of intensity of use.

5.2 LAND USE ANÐ OCCUPANCY

5.2.1 Historic occupation

Occupation of the SIL area by some of the ancestors of the current SIL

population is of greater duration than has been previously suggested.

The LTJCNRSB report included a short community history of SIL' and

determined that the community appeared to have been established around

the HBC outpost in the late 1920's, as family groups settìed at the

site (Col I inson 197Ð . Fol lowing Col I inson, Waldram (lg8l) suggested

that therrre-establishment of the Hudson's Bay Company post in the

1930's effectively marked the birth of the community.rr

The results of this study suggest that residency on a permanent

basis was longer than these writers propose. Furthermore, evidence

from the HBC post history contradicts their chronology. The HBC

operated an outpost at SIL from "c.1868 - c.l9\5", after which ¡t

gained post status (HBC Archives, South lndian Lake post history).

The research shows a stable nucleus well prior to 1945' or even before

the l920rs.

l,laldram's account is not so clearcut as Coìlinson's, and suggested

that there were people in the region in the early 1800's. John
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Charlesl post journal (Charles, HBC Archives, 8.91/a/8) confirms that

Cree and Chipewyan were trading at SIL in 1823. lt'is likely that

these represented, respectiveìy, the northern and southern extensions

of these cultural groups in the region. At the time, the area was

occupied in part by Cree peoples, though the boundaries and the

seasonaì ity of the occupancy remain undefined.

Two further elements are worth consideration. The first is that

establ ishment of a date has been attempted from an ethnocentric

viewpoint -- centred around the existence of a commercial enterprise

or the influx of non-native trappers. The second is that this date

represents an arbitrary point on a continuum, and not a unique

starting point.

The fluidity with which people moved between the Threepoint Lake

(now Nelson House) and SIL areas has been shown by the recognition of

the names of those trading at Nelson House in 1893. These were all

adult males at the time, over a range of ages. The interview responses

confirm the semi-nomadic nature of ìife in the region by the high

number of those known to have come to SlL. lt seems likely that a

general pattern of winter and spring occupancy of the area

(Opeepunnapweewin) prevailed, with summers spent further south. But

the aìmost equalìy high number who were not known in SIL and the few

who remained to be buried there might suggest a partitioning of the

territory, even at a relatively early date.
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It does seem clear that at ìeast by 1915, numbers of families were

located in an area near the present SlL. lt also seems apparent that

there was an influx from Nelson House after establishment of the

reserve. However, if the figure of Kakakeow is seen as an historical

one, this date is merely one involving greater numbers. Setting a date

seems arbitrary when what is being considered is a gradual movement

from nomadic to more settled existence.

Furthermore, interviews pointed out a number of ìocations where

communities of people had "settled'r in the SIL region. l'1 isipaskweow'

on the Rat River approximately 15 km from South Bay, was identified

several times as the ìocation of a'permanent'settìement. Likewise, a

group seemed to locate for a period at the current Barlow Lake.

Another settlement was identified at Kaispawahkasehk near the north

end of Southern lndian Lake off Waddie Bay (Figure 9).

ln other words, setting a date for community establishment can be

seen as a somewhat arbitrary exercise. Furthermore, it does not define

the period of occupancy. lt should be seen as a point in a continuum

of use and occupancy rather than as a noveì movement into an otherwise

vacant niche or territory

5.2.2 Geographic extent q[ land occupancy and resource use

The resuìts portrayed in the maps of travel (Figures 2, 3,4, and 5)

are central to a demonstration of land use and occupancy, and form the

heart of this study. The image portrayed is of a land base which has

been travelled extensively and which is known intensívely. This is not
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wilderness as it might be perceived from a mainstream perspective, but

home: known, traveìled, and used in the past and in the present. A

central point, easiìy missed, is the minute detaiì by which the land

is known. This quality of detail is easily overlooked in such a study.

It stands as an indication of the close connection between the culture

and its land base. ln sharp contrast, the same geographic area is

viewed in a legal context as 'unoccupied Crown ìandr.

The map of pre-RTL travel and camps (Figure 2) represents travel

prior to .l946. Consequently, the sample size is smaì1, ! biographies

contributing to the map. lt shows some features which prefigure that

of the post-RTL travel. The main routes have begun to emerge. This is

largeìy a function of topography, though it also reflects a particuìar

interest in the northern trapping grounds. Secondly, tb/o areas (Barlow

and Northern lndian Lakes) also show activity which is like that of

the I ater trapì i nes.

ln contrast to the post-RTL map, the pre-RTL traveì was in large

part extended and ìinear. Long trips were made setting traps which

would'be checked on return. The exclusive use of dogteams would

faci I itate direct travel with minimal clearing of bush required. lt

would also allow extensive use of rivers as safe winter routes.

ln contrast with current trapping usage' the Tadoule Lake region

was regularìy used by South lndian Lake trappers. Trapping activity in

the Stanley River and Shethanei Lake area was mapped as far as the

Wolverine River and Little Duck Lake. The Seal River region at that
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time was favoured for marten, and areas further north for white fox

when high prices warranted distant travel.

The mapped travels do not reflect the full range of activity. Five

interviews contained anecdotal accounts of travels which could not be

mapped, and which extended beyond the current RTL section. They were

not recorded because of failing eyesight or from an inability to

relate the journey to a topographic map. Trips as far as Nueltin Lake

and to Church i I I were descr i bed by severaì persons. L i kewi se' a

memorable journey "to the barrens" was corroborated by several

sources, but the principal actor was unavai lable, having been

permanentìy hospitalized for some time. Therefore, travel prior to
.|946 is considerabìy understated by the study maps.

Travel since 19\6 is better represented by the resulting composite

fiãp, though here too, limitations must be recognized. Principaì routes

suggested by the earlier map are developed. The major contrast comes

in the relative circularity of travel as opposed to ìinearity prior to

trapl ine registration. Furthermore, the overal I impression is of much

more intensive use. The appearance of the travel maps is similar to

those of the western Arctic (Freeman 1976, I I l).

Some areas on the post-RTL map are less densely marked than the

majority of the RTL zone. Areas of low defined use result' on the one

hand, from relativeìy little use (such as traplines 26, \9, and 17).

These areas are generaìly a ìong distance from SIL and difficult to

get to, being off major travel routes.
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0n the other hand, many areas of apparent low defined use resuìt

from sampl ing bias. To sampìe J6 respondents given !0 trapì ines

necessarily leaves substantial gaps. Traplines (such as 5, \3,8, 53,

and 3'l) would I ikely show a density of marked travel quite similar to

that of most of the rest of the map. Therefore, even though the

post-RTL depiction of traveì is more representative, it sti I I

understates usage from 1946 to the present. The network of trails

displayed on a fuì ly representative map of community activity would

blanket the majority of the RTL section.

A much wider area than thê core area around the community has been

used transiently (Figure 5). Trappíng or hunting in these areas

accounts for a portion of this travel. However, a significant amount

resulted from freighting for the HBC, travel to trade furs, or from

social visits to surrounding groups. This travel does not so much

suggest occupancy of a wider area, but the interlocking nature of

regional land use among groups.

5.2.3 Overlapping use elE resource areas

To some degree, overlapping use of adjacent resource areas occurs

between neighbouring communities. The SIL RTL zone is surrounded by,

to the north and west, the Chipewyan fur block; to the east, the Split

Lake RTL; to the south, the Nelson House RTL; and to the southwest,

the Pukatawagan RTL.Overlap in trapping is minimal, and not at all

prevaìent where the area is actively trapped by the registered

community. ln the case of hunting, more extensive overlap takes place.
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The more obvious overìapping for SIL occurs with Tadoule Lake and

Nelson House. As seen from the map of pre-RTL trapping travel (Figure

2), the Tadoule Lake region was formerìy frequented by SIL residents.

The Churchill Band was at Caribou Lake until approximateìy 1140, at

Little Duck Lake until 1957, when they were moved to Churchill

(Waìdram ì987). ln the early 1970' s a number moved to South Knife

Lake, and then to the current ìocation at Tadoule Lake in 1973.

There has been long-term overlap of these ranges. Elders at SIL

tell of their parents seeing Chipewyans at Sand Point, having come to

trade at SlL. The .l823 
HBC New Churchill (SlL) post journal details

trading with both Cree and Dene groups. Some overlap currently occurs

as well. SIL hunters follow caribou a considerable distance north of

the RTL boundary, occasionalìy up to 200 km. ln turn, Tadoule hunters

follow the Seal river upstream to hunt moose' sometimes as far as

Chipewyan Lake" ln summer, because of rapids on the river, travel by

boat upstream from Tadoule is feasible only when the boat is

relatively empty. A moose in the boat wouìd be a difficult load with

which to buck the current if initial traveì was downstream to Negassa

or Shethanei Lakes. ln spring, goose hunters from Tadoule Lake move up

the Seal to the area around Por.cupine Rapids. So, mutual overlapping

use is the case with the northern section.

The situation to the south with Nelson House is somewhat more

complex. Hunting south from SlL, down the flooded Rat River system

particuìarìy for moose is common. Also, one SIL resident hoìds a

Neìson House trapline which borders the SIL RTL. ln terms of
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commercial fishing, the quotas of two inland ìakes are held jointìy

between SIL and Nelson House residents. Two thirds of the Gauer Lake

quota is now held in SlL. The Uhlman Lake quota is split in half

between SIL and Neìson House f ishermen. l'lembership in the SIL

Fishermenrs Association, with access to fish on Southern lndian Lake'

is effectíveìy control ìed by the community and essential ly held to

communi ty members.

Qccasional use of the area along the South Bay road for moose

hunting by Neìson House residents has been suggested. Qtherwise,

overlapping into the SIL resource area by Nelson House through hunting

or trapping wouìd seem to be minimal. There is a sense in SIL that

some of the northern Neìson House traplines are underutilized. The SIL

Trapl ine Liaison 0fficer (DNR) said that Neìson House trapl ines at

Gauer, Uhlman, and Liv¡ngston Lakes had not been used recently, though

Baldock Lake was in use (personal communication l99l). A more

uncertain type of overlap exists with the presence of Nelson House

land exchange areas from the Northern Flood Agreement w¡th¡n the SIL

RTL section (Figure lO and Appendix B, Table 83). Negotiations have

been underway for a portíon of this to form the foundation of a land

base for a South lndian Lake Band. However, this would likely take

some considerable time, if it does indeed occur. 0f more concern might

be the exchange areas which are ìinked to prime resource ìocations,

such as at Cousíns Lake. To date, the provincial resPonse within the

Flood Agreement negotiations seems to have been to refuse the areas

wi th i n the RTL sect i ons (resource areas) of other commun i t i es. The

status of these indicated areas will likely remaín uncertain, and may

or may not be problematic.
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Hunting pressure within the SIL resource area comes more from

residents of the mining town of Leaf Rapids. This is largeìy ìimited

to the faìl season, and principalìy along the road to South Bay. Some

summer angling also occurs aìong the road and on the Churchilì River

above 0pachuana.

ln summation, SIL occupancy has been ìongstanding. The mapping of

use within current memory defines a portion of the continuum of use

and occupancy of the area by the Cree. This recorded period has seen

intensive use of the area which in part extended beyond the current

RTL perimeter" Within the broader historical area is a core area of

extremely intensive use. The core area as defined by use is not

wilderness, but home for the people of the community, and known in

i ntimate deta i I .

5.3 L0CATT0NS 0I RES0URCE USE

Locating resources utiìized by the community embodies the idea of

occupancy. The land is occupied through the livelihood which it

affords. lntimate knowledge of the area includes knowledge of animaìs,

seasonal changes, and successional shifts over a longer time. The

study provided information detai I ing trapping' hunting, fishing, and

other harvesting activity in which SIL residents are engaged.

One respondent pointed out the means by which people here are

connected to pìace. When asked whether he had a favourite spot' he

indicated the naive nature of the question by saying that it wasr¡not
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special noplace. Everything changes every year.rrz The wi I ìows change'

and so the moose change their habits, and the¡r location. Life in the

bush is tied to the animaìs, and is constantìy changing. What he liked

and needed was'rheaìthy country" to continue in the bush life. Another

respondent said that a specíal pìace for him was wherever | | can set a

net, go moose hunting, and get ducks and geese in the spring.'

0ccupancy is therefore about the life lived in that land. The life

is made by the changing availability and location of the resources of

the I and.

5.3.1 Trapping and hunting

Trapping has been discussed considerably, in effect, in the preceding

section. The verification of locational results was done internal ly.

The confluence of major routes from individual sources occurs wel I

within what could be assumed as a reasonable margin for drawing error.

A high degree of reliability was demonstrated in the location of camps

by different individuals. Both of these checks suggest a high degree

of reliability in those routes and camps marked. This, however, does

not amel iorate the overal I understatement of use.

This is particuìarly true of the designation of camps, which were

definàd as established camping sites. lt became apparent that somehow

the term 'camps' was bei ng _ i nterpreted as 'cab i ns' by respondents. I n

fact, perhaps only one individual (interview 33) had interpreted the

question fully as intended, marking a much denser grid of ìocations.

2 A convent i on has been adopted
individuals have been set off
by single quotation marks.

for this report that quotations of
by double- quotation marks, paraphrases
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Personal familiarity of the author with a significant number of

locations suggests that what have been marked are indeed cabins, and

not camps, and must be interpreted as such. A network of sites of

reguìar use would be more dense.

Hunting is not well represented on the travel maps and on the map

of areas of significant wildlife harvest (figure 6). ln the first

place, when marking travel, the organization of the interview focused

on trapping trai ls, with secondary emphasis on hunting travel. Areas

outside of the RTL perimeter, pãrticularly to the south' were

underidentified in this process.

Further, the map of wi ldl ife areas designates only three areas

significant for caribou. This is largely because of the wide area over

which caribou travel and the difficulty of identifying specific

locations. Also, caribou were largely absent from the SIL region for

a 25-year period (1960-1985), though of considerable importance in the

period before this. Anecdotes were repeatedly told of shooting caribou

right within the narrows at the settlement. The presence of caribou at

SIL during migration is a likeìy contributor to the community¡s

Iocation and existence. Considering the historic (and potentially

future) importance of caribou to the community, the mapPing method

understates i t.

It should also be noted that hunting of grouse, ptarmigan, rabbits'

beaver, porcupine, lynx, and bear for subsistence use has not been

specifical ly indicated in either the mapped or bJritten results. These
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harvests are a considerable input to the subsistence diet. But marking

harvest locations was not suited to the interview technique. Again'

hunting involvement has been underdefined in this fashion.

Considering the limited number of species for which mapping was

done, hunting has been demonstrated to be an important and widespread

activity for 3lL residents. The areas mapped of significance for

wi ldl i fe harvest refer onìy to current activi ty, wi th no longstandi ng

historical component. This is a picture of hunting as it is now.

The results show a high degree of participation: J2 contributors

identified 232 sites for four classes of wildlife in 39 of the 50

traplines. lt can be assumed that a more complete sampìe would have

identified further sites, with more even coverage. The sites are

widespread over the area, and extend north, south, and southeast of

the RTL perimeter. Harvesting activity for the community is not

limited to an area near the community, nor one strictìy accessible by

boat.

Locations identified as significant to wi ldl ife harvest are

influenced principal ly by the presence of suitable habitat' and of

course, use by residents. ln the short term, they are relatively

unchanging, barring major habitat alteration. Given the usual

population fluctuations and ecosystem succession, productive habi tat

will tend to retain its productivity in the shorter term. There is a

I ikely correìation between the location of a camp and preferred

hunt i ng I ocat i ons .
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ln some cases, indîviduals marked very I imited and specific sites

for a particular species. Given that these resources are important in-

the livelihood of the individuaì and the community, a decision was

made to generaì ize the presentation of results sufficiently to prevent

their overt use by non-SlL residents. Th¡s forms a part of the

assurance of confidentiality that was provided to respondents. ln this

case, symbols were used to generalize the location and extent of prime

sites. ln contrast, the lnuit Tapirisat study (Freeman 1976)

represented collective hunting areas by polygons whose edges were the

frontier of areas which enclosed individual use. The style of

presentation chosen here in no way impairs the utility of the

information for the purposes of this study. A demonstration of the

importance of hunting should not be allowed to impair its successful

pursuit.

5.3.2 Extensive travel

The extensive journeys mapped have been discussed in section 5.2.1.

For interpretation, where multiple journeys were made on the same

route, as was common to Cold Lake, for example, only one was marked.

The map i s therefore used to demonstrate the extent of S I L

involvement, and not to exempl ify intensity.

Anecdotal accounts from several sources referred to travels to and

from Churchill by canoe and by dogteam, but couìd not be mapped. Had

this study occurred fifteen or twenty years ago, the extensive travels

of the older residents would have been more readi ìy mapped.
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5.3.3 Fi shing

ln terms of the location of fishing activity, the mapping of this

study represents commercial activity on Southern lndian Lake with more

precision and over a wider area than any previous research. lts

relation to these other findings will be discussed in an upcoming

section of this chapter. 0ther commercial fishing activity has been

identified (Appendix B, Table 84), but not mapped. lt shows the

considerable effort which has gone into the inland fishery,

particularly since impoundment of the main lake.

However, domestic activity is not wel I represented. No locational

information for domestic fishing of Southern lndian Lake was

collected. A small sample of lakes was identified inland (37 lakes by

21 individuals), with an additionaì undetermined number that were

fished domestically as welì as commercially. 0verall, this tends to

understate the degree of historic use, pâFticularly with the main lake

being overlooked.

5.3.4 Plant harvests near SIL

The mapping of the harvest of firewood, timbers, and berries

represents only current activity immediateìy surrounding the

community. These activities are all essential parts of the bush life'

but were not recorded on a wider basis. These harvests are

considerable and vitaì to life at the trapìine or fish camp' on a

seasonal or daily basis.

The mapped ìocations should be understood as generaì ized sites.

When identified by more than one respondent, a location received only
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one map identifier, which was to represent the sum of activity in the

generaì area. These areas are general ly wel l-known within the

community, and are broadly rather than specifical ìy used.

The locations of construction logs were limited in number and

range. The reìatively low use of ìogs in SIL presently for housing is

a factor influencing the number of sites identified. The relative

scarcity of trees of adequate height and diameter is in part

responsible for both the number and range of sites. Range is further

restricted by the need. for water access.

Firewood is used throughout the community, particularly in winter.

Anecdotal accounts suggest that with electric heat, firewood is used

much less than prior to relocation of the townsite. This is

corroborated by other research (Waldram 1983). Some households use no

firewood whatsoever, others are largeìy dependent on it for heat. A

mixture of dry and green wood is used, with some households having a

preference for one or the other. Birch, pine, and spruce are typically

used.

The habitat preferred by particular berri-es is varied, and the

sites identified are indicative of this fact. Raspberries,

strawberries, blueberries, bi lberries, currants, gooseberries, and

mossberries are harvested near the community. Nearly all of the mapped

information was provided by men. Due to the relatively greater

involvement of women in berry harvesting, these sites may

underrepresent the available locations utiìized. I'taìe involvement in

berrypicking varies from none to active engagement. General ly, males
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are involved in the transportation aspect regardless of their own

involvement, and have a general fami I iarity with locations for various

types of berr i es.

0f importance in interpreting the locational data is an awareness

of ecological succession. A supply of dry firewood, raspberries, and

blueberries is dependent upon f ire in the recent past (3-ZO years).

0n the other hand, mossberries and currants prefer more open and

mature stands in which to grow. Therefore, the radius of travel to

harvest sites is of more significance in the longer term than the

particuìar sites identified, which wi ì I change over time. Protection

of suppìy comes not from the protection of individual sites, but of a

zone in which access may be assured. Paradoxicaìly, this is an area

where fire will be most rigidìy suppressed, especialìy where it is not

on an island.

Harvest of medicinaì pìants was not mapped, though their use is to

some degree commonplace in SlL. Some, pâFt¡cularly younger,

respondents feìt that the nursing station supplants any need for

traditional heal ing. However, herbaì cures are most readi ly avai Iable

when in the bush, and continue to be used there, and in the community.

Their harvest in the community locale was not marked for two reasons.

First, the arboreal species utiìized were seen as too ubiquitous to

map. Second, because of lake impoundment and water drawdown,

respondents universal ìy stated that aquatic medicinal plants were no

longer avai lable on Southern lndian Lake. Harvest of these species

takes pìace at inland locations outside of the flooding.
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ln summation, the location of harvested resources serves to define

the nature of.land use. The.maps and compiled information on fishing'

wildlife, and the harvest of berries, timber, and firewood indicate a

portion of the community use of resources. The information excepting

f i sh i ng represents current ongoi ng act i vi ty. l.li th i ncl us i on of the

continuing ongoing importance of the Southern lndian Lake fishery

(Baker l99O), a picture of the significant status of harvest activity

begins to emerge.

The land use patterns which emerge identify the manner in which the

resource area is occupied by the people of SlL. Extensive and

intensive travel is undertaken in harvesting for both commercial and

subsistence purposes. Both engage almost the totality of the 35'000

kmz area defined by the RTL section, and in part go beyond it.

Resource harvest i ng and subs i stence act i v i ty are centra 1 and

i ntegrative wi thi n the communi ty economic and cul tural I i fe (Usher and

l,Jeinstein, in press). Use and occupancy overlap, and are properly

understood in conjunction. The ability to live in the bush is made

possibìe by the resources in it.

5.4 HARVESTING TRENDS, CHANGES, AND ADAPTATIONS

5.4.1 Trends j¡ trapping

Trapping remains a vital part of the SIL economy. Province-wide

figures for 1987/88 placed the value of the SIL trappersr saìes as the

ìargest for the province for a single community. Total community

revenue from trapping decl ined somewhat in 1988/89, largely due to

decreases in the number of active trappers and number of furs sold.
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Over the one year, the average value per pelt sold decìined by only

S1"37 for the SIL section.

Trapping activity responds to external physical effects. ln the

case of SlL, the region was not highly affected by the widespread

fires of 1989. Fire was mentioned in four cases, but was not generally

seen as a community-wide I imit to trapping. The relatively new

presence of the South Bay'road was also seen as a negative influence

on trapl ine production. Poaching, hunting from the road, vandal ism'

and general division of the trapline were seen as influences from the

road. Cut lines and diamond drilling were not seen to create any

d¡fficulties for trapping whi le activity was occurring.

Generaì trends in the location and intensity of trapping effort

have already been considered. A more land-intensíve styìe of trapping

has evoìved with trapì ine registration, and a correspondingly more

c i rcu I ar trapp i ng route, to genera I i ze.

0ther ìocal trends hrere consistently identified in the interviews,

with trends in available popuìations of marten and muskrat being noted

by almost al l. For marten, migration (and therefore avai ìabi I i ty) was

the theory proposed by respondents to account for i ncreased numbers of

marten soìd. The northern (Seal River) trapl ines were reputed to

contain marten at a time when more southerly portions of the region

did not. l'larten were therefore simply unavailable to most trappers.

l'ligration, right up into the 1980's, brought marten to a ìarge

percentage of SIL trapl ines. Conservation 0fficers' annual reports

from 195\/55 and 1956/57 mentioned the migration of marten in northern
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trapl ines. The annual report of 1959/60 suggested a marten

transpl antat i on program to enhance the i r propagat i on. Therefore' the

migration theory proposed in interviews seems to be corroborated by

these reports.

Qther factors such as price might be involved to a degree, but the

DNR fur saìes records (laUle l) indicate a marked increase too

dramatic to be attributable solely to the change in price.

Pre-impoundment marten catches r^,ere on average onlY 3.\Z of those

since flooding. From 1952 to 1961, average marten prices ranged from

56 to Sl3; from l98l ro 1989 between S39 ana S90 (DNR records). ln

constant dollar terms, 59 in 1955 would'equate w¡th 54l ¡n 1989

constant dol I ars. Therefore, the ear I i er per i od average pr i ce woul d

be nearly equaì to (compared to S39) orr at minimum (compared to S90),

\5?ó of contemporary prices. With earìier sales averaging only 3.42 of

the post-impoundment period, price can be seen as a secondary, if

active, variable next to that of avai labi I ity through migration.

The decrease in sales of muskrat to 15.6?4 of earlier sales was

described in interviews. The majority of respondents attributed this

trend principally to the effects of habitat loss through lake

impoundment, and to winter drawdown ín the operation of the lake as a

reservoir. These effects are ìogicaì, yet are more difficult to

disentangle from general trends in trapping harvest encountered

throughout the North. There has been a recent generaì decl ine in

price for furs and subsequent decline in harvest. Rising capital costs

and decreasing returns have made trapping a less economic and

appeal i ng endeavour.
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The l,lan i toba Fur Fact Book I ists major var iabl es that af f ect f ur

harvest: price, -weather, avai labi I ity of other empìoyment'

envi ronmental disturbance, popuìation f luctuation, operating costs,

and number of participants (Johnson 1989). Any of these factors might

contribute to al tered harvest. Nonetheless, several statistics shouìd

rule out price as the general active influence over the changed SIL

muskrat harvest.

ln 1956/57 (a median year for pre-impoundment muskrat harvest in

Table l) the value of muskrat was 259é of the total value of furs sold

by StL trappers. ln 1987/88 the value for SIL muskrat was l.4Z of the

total. For the province as a whole, muskrat contributed ì9% to the

totaì vaìue of all furs sold province-wide for 1987/88. Or in other

words, whereas the catch of muskrat remains high provincial ly (tn¡rO

behind beaver and marten and 630é of the total number of pelts sold),

sales of muskrat have declined markedly at SIL (from 7396 of pelts sold

i n 1956/57 to ì 7? i n 1987 /88) .

Therefore, with trapping activity at SIL remaining high, and price

not deterring the rest of the province from catching muskrat'

avai labi I i ty seems a plausible expìanation to the trend' caused

through environmental alteration. l,luskrat are sensitive to declines in

water ìevels, and habitat has been slow to redevelop within the

i mpounded Southern I nd i an Lake.

This somewhat intuitive approach can be given more objective focus.

Splitting of the trapl ines into "f loodedrr and rrunf loodedrr bìocks

aìlows the effects of flooding on muskrat production to be seen. The
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grouping of trapìines largeìy followed that of Webb (1974), with minor

alterations. Trapl ine #3 was added to the 'raffected" group since it is

significantly inundated, and trapline #l! was deleted, as it has been

divided among three other I ines. Webb's classification of rraffectedl

lines did not include those aìong the dewatered Lower Churchill River:

thus, the use of the terms "fìoodedrr and "unfloodedr¡ here.

Decl ines in average muskrat production occurred in both zones:

1441.2 pre-impoundment to 772.3 post-impoundment in the unflooded

traplines (Appendix B, Tables Bl2 and Bl4); 28\2.8 pre-impoundment to

539.0 post-impoundment in the flooded trapl ines (AppenAix B, Tables

Bll and Bì3). The decrease is much more marked in the flooded

trapl ines. A contingency table was created using total numbers of

muskrats produced: unflooded and flooded zones, pre- and

post-impoundment (Table 7). X2 for these values equals 1867.4

[X, (.005, ]) = 7.881¡1. This statistic definitively proves that the

change in production of muskrat pelts is not independent of flooding.
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NUIIBER 0F iIUSKRATS SoLD

TOTALSPre-
I mpoundment

Pos t-
I mpoundment

29 unf looded
trapì i nes

17 ,29\
{E=t,9017.4}

\,63\
{E=2,910 . 6l

21,928

21 f I ooded
trapl i nes

34,I l4
{E=32,390 "6j

3,23\
{E=4,957 .\}

37 ,3\8

TOTALS 5 I ,408 7,868 59,276

TABLE 7

EFFECTS OF FL()t]DING ON IIUSKRAT PRODUCTI()N, SIL

x2 = 1867.2 [x, (.005, I df) = 7.8815]

5.4 .2 Hunt i ng

As mentioned previously, hunting remains integral to the community way

of life. Participation remains high, even among those engaged in some

other form of self-employment or wage labour. Alì of the 36 who

contributed map biographies hunt moose, though some of the hunting is

opportunistic rather than deì iberate.

The interviews provided some information regarding changes in

hunting areas and species distribution over time. The hunting of

caribou is a dramatic example. lnformants indicated that in earl ier

years, caribou were a mainstay, along with fish and moose. Estimates

for caribou consumption by the community made by Conservation Officers
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for the period 1953-60 averaged about 300 animals per year (Appendix

B, Table 85). However, an alteration in the migratory pattern of the

Kaminuriak herd meant that caribou were basically unavailable to SIL

for approximately 25 years. The mid-1980's saw the return of caribou

to Southern lndian Lake for three consecutive winters. Considerable

hunting interest ensued. When the caribou were again not present in

any numbers in the SIL region in the winter of 1989/90, lengthy

travels were made in attempts to locate them. The furthest traveìs in

recent years (Figure 5) west and east of Tadoule Lake were caribou

hunting trips up to 410 km one-way from SlL.

Caribou are wel l-known for inconsistency in migration. The modern

community values the change in diet, the link with the past which

caribou represent in consumption, and will pursue caribou considerable

distances. Travel north beyond the RTL perimeter is common by a

significant proportion of hunters: approximately 230 km one-way from

SIL to Tadoule. The presence of a winter road to Tadoule Lake every

second winter makes access considerabìy easier, if not without risks.

Where chances of successful harvest exist, it would seem that SIL

hunters wou I d cont i nue to pursue car i bou.

0ther significant changes in hunting activity can be attributed

directly to habitat loss due to flooding. These changes are therefore

limited to Southern lndian Lake and other flooded zones' though this

remains an area cìoseìy tied to SIL commercial activity. The hunting

of geese, ducks, and moose has been most directly affected. lt should

be noted that the shoreline regions of Southern lndian Lake have
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almost entirely been excluded in the marking of areas significant to

harvest (F i gure 6) .

The presence of a fìooded zone of trees or of sheer banks due to

sìumping causes considerable difficuìty in spotting, shooting' and

retrieving moose. The absence of established aquatic macrophyte

communities for moose browse further contributes to the lack of

appropriate summet moose habitat, and therefore to opportunities for

hunting. Loss of casual moose hunting opportunities by natives was

predicted by LvlcNRsB research (Webb 197q.

The overlap of identified preferred moose and waterfowl areas

(Figure 6) shows that similar habitat is used by both moose and

waterfowì. Habitat loss is a crucial mutual problem in the flooded

zone for these species. The destruction of breeding and feeding areas

has contributed to the virtual extirpation of local populations.

Research through the LWCNRSB suggested that 10,52 of Southern lndian

Lake shoreline was marsh which would be flooded. This was identified

as a significant issue for wi ldl ife, pârticularly waterfowl and moose.

It was predicted that waterfowl production wouìd be reduced untiì

marshes were re-establ ished (þJebb 197Ð. Causation of this scenario

within the SIL region is made difficult to ascertain by the

coincidental effects of the Churchi I I River Diversion and much-reduced

f lights of ducks into northern l'lanitoba (p. Rakowski, CanadÍan

Wi ldl ife Service, personal communication, l99l). Currently, once the

ice is off inland lakes and ponds, geese and most species of ducks are

rarely encountered on Southern lndian Lake, where they arrive first

due to current-generated areas of open water. Prior to flooding' a
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number of areas were renowned f or theír waterf owl populations (t'Jaldram

I 983) .

Sightings of geese on Southern lndian Lake by the Canadian Wildlife

Service were made in June of 1969 between Sturgeon Narrows and Long

Point, though no systematic work was done on this ìake (Raveling

1977). The main lake was seen by the LWCNRSB as important to more

species as a staging rather than a breeding area for waterfowl, though

thirteen species were identified as nesting on the main lake. ln an

aeriaì survey in September 1973, 2,519 ducksr lfêêsê, and swans were

sighted on the main ìake (We¡¡ 197Ð. This contrasts significantly

with present fal I waterfowl hunting opportunities on Southern lndian

Lake.

Qne respondent encapsulated the sense of the loss of I ivel ihood

through flooding in describing Southern lndian Lake as "just like a

dead body"; another that there was ¡¡noth i ng i n the country s i nce

diversion." The map of current significant wi ìdl ife areas demonstrates

that hunting is pursued with considerable interest. A portion of this

activity which previously (and more conveniently) took place along the

shores of the main lake has now been displaced further inìand. The

associated costs of this displacement no doubt have led to a ìower

avai labi I ity of both moose and waterfowl for community members.

5.4.3 Changes j¡ fishing

Commercial fishing has been fundamental

i ts i ncept i on, and rema i ns so, i n sp i te

changes wrought through the Churchill Ri

the community economy since

envi ronmental and soc i al

Diversíon (Baker .l990) 
.

to

of

ver
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This study documents changes in the location of commercial fishing

activity on Southern lndian Lake with more precision3 and over a wider

area than any previous research. lt demonstrates:

l. a shift from traditional areas to a lower number of preferred

post- impoundment s i tes

2. a movement of the winter fishery, particularly, away from its

roots in the Sturgeon Narrows and Jam lsland area

3. low correspondence to date between pre- and post-impoundment

sites

4. the diminution of formerly ìucrative pickerel fisheries

(Opachuana Lake, Waddie Bay, etc.) as preferred and consistent

fishing sites.

These indicated trends confirm the results of previous work and go

beyond them in exhibiting the geographic distribution of fishing

effort. The pursuit of fish north of Sand Point has been previously

discussed. Changes in locations fished between Long Point and Sand

Point have likewise been noted (Bodaly et al. ì984; Peristy 1989).

However, the importance of other regions of the fishery as identified

by the mapping (0pachuana, Bacon Bay, and Camp 3 areas) has been

overlooked. Previous research on the fishery has dealt aìmost entirely

with the main body of the lake north of Long Point. lt would seem that

there were other areas of some historic importance' as evidenced by

location of identified preferred sites (Figure 7) and of fish camps

(Append ix A, f4ap A5) .

3 The raw data was mapped quite precisely at a scale of l:50'000.
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The decline in the quantity and the quality of the whitefish catch

foìlowing ìake impoundment and diversion has been well documented

(Bodaly et al. .l983a, i983b, .l984; Peristy .|989). The current study

figures representing recal led fish harvest, pre- and post-impoundment'

make an interesting comparison with earl ier findings regarding catch

and effort. For comparison, only one year' S pre-impoundment data was

availabìe: averaging 20 kg,/net/night in winter 1972/73 and 23.2

kglnet,/night in summer 1973 (Table 8).

The recal led mean (92.5 kglnet,/night) fal ls within the recorded

high winter catch of 1972/73 (98.6 kg/net/night). The recall median

(62.t+ kglnet/night) matches the winter f irst week average catch (65.2

kg/net/night). The median may be a more useful figure, given that the

mean is skewed by three significantìy higher values. What seems to be

missing in the recalì is adequate recognition of some of the poorer

periods of fishing.

A comparison of the recalled mean (92.5 kglnet,/night) with the

one-year recorded mean (23.2 kg/net/night) is problematic. At first

glance, the recalled and dockside survey figures seem to correlate

poorly. However, several factors must be considered. The first is

that of the question itself. To expect an average figure from a

lifetime of fishing (for some, 30 years) in one recalled figure is

unreal istic. Second, there wilì I ikelY Þ-e--a-tendency to remember the

better average catches. Third, there may be a bias concerning'the

good oìd daysrprior to inundation. And fourth, only one year's data

is availabìe for comparison.
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TABLE 8

SIL FISHERIES CATCH PER UNIT EFFORT STATISTICS

SOURCE CATCH PER UNIT EFFORT

(Weagle and Baxter 1973)

wt NrER 1972/73
average 20 kg/netln i ght
high recorded deì ivery 98.6 kg/netlnight
f i rst week average 63.2 Ug/net,/n i ght
low 6.\ u.g/netln ight

suflf,lER r 973
Loon Narrows 23.2 kg/netlnight

(goaaìy et aì. .|983)

SUI'll'lER ì!80 average I.I.6 kglnet/night
SUI'l¡4ER l98l average 7 .5 kg/netln i ght

(Bodaly ì983)
I,J I NTER 1980/81 average \ .2 kg/netln i ght

(go¿aly er aì. 1984)
SUt4l4ER 1979 15.5 kg/netln i ght
sut/ptER 

.1980 lo .3 kg/netln i ght
su¡1¡4tR r98ì 7.5 kg/netlnisht
r4AN|T0BA HYDRo ì980 9 kg/net/nisht

(Per i sty .t989)

For post-impoundment fishing, the figures match more closely. This

would be expected where honest responses are given, given the

reìatively recent date of diversion. The figures derived from recal led

harvests (mean 12.2 kg/net/night, median lO.2 kg/netlnight) are in the

middle of the range of values estabìished by dockside interviews of

participants (Table 8) .
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Alì of these catch per unit of effort statistics confirm a decline

in the productivity of the fishery. The figures say less about the

type of effort invoìved; the effort is assumed to be iepresented by

the standardized net. However, à f isherman's effort to set that

standard net has risen. lncreases in effort expended are refìected in

increases in distance travelled and gas required, numbers of nets set

per fisherman, average horsepower of outboard motors, and the

frequency of net relocation (þlaldram 1983). These factors of effort

are compounded by the uncertainty which surrounds the viability of the

current Southern lndian Lake commercial fishery.

ln summary, the changes in fishing distribution and effort

described in the research are similar to that of earìier research, and

extend the range of significant areas of the earìier fishery. The

catch per unit of effort statistics are an important internal

indicator of the usefulness of the biography technique. The

post-impoundment data are an excellent match with data from a range of

years and sources. The pre-impoundment data are within a reasonable

and demonstrated range, and give an impression of general validity. A

temptation to concìude that the pre-impoundment f¡gures are

necessarily biased must be avoided, given the existence of only one

year of comparative data. A bias towards rthe good old days'may in

fact exist to some degree, but it remains within the range of recorded

catches. Fishing remains vital to the community economy, both

commercial ly and domesticaì ly.
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5.4.4 Extensive travel

The pattern of distant travel shown in Figure ! represents travel by

canoe, boat, dogteam, and snowmobi ìe. Travel for empìoyment and for

social reasons is now largely done by road. Trading for furs is now

done in Leaf Rapids on an irregular basis or in Thompson at

estabìished sales twice a year, with travel done by road or by air.

Travel by the means for which mapping was done is now restricted

largely to hunting and trapping, with some recreational component.

Car i bou hunt i ng has i nst i gated the furthest recent travel s, whereas

trapping, trading, or employment purposes directed the furthest

travels in earl ier times.

5.4.5 Changes j¡ tim spent j¡ bush

The proffered reasons for spending less time in the bush (Tabìe 3)

seem relevant to the issue, if not comprehensive. They vary from a

concern for family responsibilities, to low prices for furs and fish'

to the attraction of the conveniences of town life. There is a

conspicuous lack of any expl icit reference to the flood' although

travel difficulties and reduced opportunity refer to it indirectìy.

Taken together they begin to suggest the appeal of town life for a

family-centred culture, where the family component of bush life has

been much reduced. Likewise, social opportunities are enhanced in the

community. Visiting, and for some, partying seem to be strong

attractions not expl icitly mentioned.
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Significantly greater opportunity for employment exists in the

current townsite. Prior to the move and accompanying modernization,

job opportunities were few. The new infrastructure -- roads, water'

sevrage -- requires maintenance workers. The store converted to a

locaìly-run co-operative at the same time. A fish pìant exists since

1989, creating several seasonal jobs. Qther seasonal construction

opportunities are avai lable.

Employment is available for only a small portion of the employable

workforce. lts influence on overall time spent in the bush is not

therefore comprehensive. Furthermore, many of those employed use their

wages to f¡nance their capital requirements (snowmobile, boat' motor,

nets, rifles, etc.) for part-time bush involvement or to finance the

activity of relatives on a shares basis.

Qverall, the reduced time spent in the bush reflects a decreased

satisfaction resuìting from the difficulty of making a living from the

bush (fishing, hunting, and trappins). Flooded conditions, low fur

prices, lowered fish catches, and increased costs and effort have

resulted in decreased appeal of the bush life. Family, other wage

employment, the convenience of modern I iving conditions, and the

social opportun¡ties of I if e in tov.,n have heightened the draw of SIL

itself.

5.4.ô Adaptive pesoupce allocation

The community continues to adapt to regional changes in the aìlocation

of resources. For instance, the inland fishery was considerably

expanded with the availability of a compensation program designed to
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offset reduced catches on the main ìake. Lakes aré fished as available

and feasible according to the changing structure of the compensation

package, f i sh grades, and pr i ces.

The presence of active mineraì cìaims in the area (Figure l0) may

result in considerable changes. lf the ownership profile can serve as

an indicator (Appendix B, Table 86), some of the claims may have

potential for future development. lt would be purely specuìative to

attempt a hypothetical assessment of a mine in an unknown location,

but the overall effects would be reìatively major. The impact of a

road through the area alone would be considerable. The current study

does not contain adequate information to discuss thê effects of the

Ruttan mine and the town of Leaf Rapids, which border the SIL RTL

sect i on.

The re-allocation in the l980rs of Big Sand Lake from commercial

fishing to tourism, at the instigation of the South lndian Lake

Fishermen's Association was a new direction in response to changing

conditions. lt was seen that empìoyment and potential profits could

be of greater benefit to the community than the existing commerciaì

fishing enterprises. Currently, the lodge and outcamp fac¡ I it¡es are

owned in majority by a community group and by the Fishermen's

Association. The long-term economic viabi I ity of Big Sand Lodge has

yet to be demonstrated, but ¡t is an example of an adaptive allocation

of the resource in changing times and circumstances.

The map showing tourism operations in the region (Figure l0) shows

a pattern which has changed somewhat in the recent past. Big Sand Lake
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Lodge and other much smaller SIL tourism ventures are an addition to a

larger network of allocatio¡s to tourism use (mostly outcamps) of

resources in the SIL area. The opportunity and perhaps necessity of

control I ing local resource use has been recognized within the

commun i ty.

5.5 VITALITY AND IIIPORTANCE OI RESI]URCE.BASED ACTIVITY

SIL has a reputation in the North as a traditional community.

lnsofar as th¡s involves a I ifestyle of hunting, fishing' and

trapping, the results of this study tend to confirm this assessment.

Participation in traditional subsistence and commercial resource

pursuits remains high.

The content of the previous sections of this discussion chapter has

been descriptive of SIL historic ìand use and occupancy' defining

travels and the location of significant resources. Previous discussion

also establ ished changes and adaptations of resource harvesting. This

section will look at the meaning of this activity to community

members, as expressed in the maps of past and current use and as given

by individuals'own assessments of its importance.

The economic returns of both fishing and trapping remain important

to the communi ty economy and cul ture. Domesti c harvesti ng of f i sh,

meat, wood, and medicinal pìants remains commonplace. Community

members defined their own sense of the importance of bush life in

personaì, economic, and cultural terms. Subsistence can be understood

as a system of human relations centred around production, consumption,

and distribution of country food and materials. But the affirmation of
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social relations is also invoìved, as well as the concern for materiaì

well-being (Usher and Weinstein, in press).

ln the face of this involvement, a degree of uncertainty remains in

a community sense of the future of bush ìife. Part of this uncertainty

revolves around the economics of participation; part of it lies in the

lack of control of what are perceived to be community resources.

Necessari ly, concerns regarding bush ì ife and harvesting extend to

community social reìations. Definite doubts htere raised regarding the

future of the communi ty i tsel f, al though suggestions were rai sed for

future aìternatives.

5"5. 1 Mapped involvement

The community continues in the use of its traditional resources. The

maps of this study have served to define historic land use and

occupancy. ln all cases, current activity is described as at least a

component of the map. Portions of the travel marked on the pre-RTL map

form part of the traveì routes of trappers in the present. Two maps

(prime wi ldl ife areas, plant harvest) represent only current

involvement. Furthermore, the map of other interests in land shows a

recent aìlocation of traditionaì skills and resources to the tourism

industry, away from commerciaì fishing.

ln some ways, the mapped involvement of individuals is

characterized by the map of toponyms (figure 9). Space (unstructured

territory) becomes place (a value centre) through the continuaì

attachment of meaning to our surroundings (Tuan 1977). The naming of

places summarizes this involvement in a formal, repeatable' and
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transferable manner between generations. Armitage (.l989) mentioned the

country being permeated with meaning for contemporary lnnu' with

history encoded in geographic features and old camp sites. Naming is

an important human activity, defining places of value, use' and in a

non-legal sense, ol^rnership. The map here included only those names

around the main lake, but could readily have been extended to the

wider area of use.

For reasons which have already been stated, the maps in general

tend to understate both the extent and intensity of use. Nonetheìess'

they portray the considerable involvement of the community with its

resource base. The area is known in minute detail, travelìed' and

named. The maps demonstrate activity which is ongoing and for which

participation remains high. The value of furs sold by slL trappers

relative to other communities confirms the impression of high and

active engagement created by the maps. Thus, the vitaìity of the

involvement has been identified.

5.5.2 lrportance oÊ bush I i fe

The bush life is a component of the community economy, though arguably

an important one. Other I imited options remain open to individuals

within SIL in making a livelihood. A smaller number of wage positions

in town are occupied by local persons than the number of persons

currently involved in bush I ife. Waìdram (.l983) estimated 25

full-time wage positions at SIL in ì981, which is likely an

underestimation. A count of current opportunities brings the current

estimate to approximately 68 (Appendix B, Table 89). lt must be
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further recognized that subsistence as wel I as commercial harvesting

activity forms an essential component of the community economy.

Likewise, resource harvesting and formal employment are not

necessari ly mutual ly exclusive.

ln evaluating the stated motivations of individuals for their

participation, the responses were classed as personal, economic, or

cultural. Reluctance to mention cultural or spiritual reasons in the

interview context may account to some degree for the relatively low

tota ì of the cu I tura I c I ass of responses .

To some degree, the classing of responses is misìeading. lt may be

of some value in establishing the complexity of the issue. But the

classes are interrelated. One respondent pointed out the importance of

fish and moosemeat to his own happiness and contentment. ln other

words, economic, personal, and cuìtural motivations interact.

Participants are involved for a compìex of reasons, aìì of which

combine in the individual, and which are expressed in the community

economy. Thus, it is cultural values as welì as economic ones, which

sustain the bush life. ln the community economy, the subsistence and

commercial sectors overlap and reinforce one another (BroOy l98l). ln

the mixed village economy, where economic and traditional motivations

are active, individuaì involvement in the bush life is rooted in the

cul ture and i n the economi cs of the act ivi ty, and _i s necessar i 1 y

personaì.

Life in the bush also brings relief from the problems and stresses

of the community (Armitage ì989). lt is a generally-held view in SIL
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that alcohol abuse or other social disorders rarely occur in the bush.

It is a place to engage in productive activity, and to demonstrate

skills tradit¡onally held in respect.

?.5.3 Future sf Þt¡sh ljfe a¡d conlarnity

The bush life figures in a community perception of its future. The

range of opinion included the extremes -- from unchanged, to a view

that no game r^rould exist on which to base such a life (fa¡le 5). The

largest class of scored responses (10 of 29) saw adaptations to the

bush ìife of the past which would enable its continuance in some

aìtered form. As with trapping and fishing, themselves adaptations of

traditional pursuits to economic opportunities, the current I ife must

adapt to meet the needs and conditions of the future. The cultural

connection is maintained inextricably in the activity for its

participants. The majority of respondents (16 of 2Ð envision some

viable lifestyle based in the bush in which community members will

take part.

The second largest class of scored responses (7 of 2Ð sab/ no

future for or no future interest in the continuance of such a ìife"

The lack of interest of todayrs children was most often cited. Some of

this may be apocalyptic thinking. However, some of this is undoubtedly

correct, and based on differing economic expectations of a generation

raised in a relativeìy modern community.

It was suggested by several respondents that the lack of control of

the area's resources was a serious ì imiting factor. rDevelopments are

always coming up and there is no control over the future.r lt was
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suggested that ¡local control couìd manage the area without destroying

it.' There is expectedly a universal preference for Iocal control in

the sampled response.

Another aspect of interest was that bush activity was seen by at

ìeast five respondents as not primarily economic. "Everything you do

in the bush is of value regardless of making any money." Even current

trapping activity was seen to be largely uneconomic, though certain

participants do rather wel l. Nonetheless, its participants continue to

prefer to engage in it. This is an extension of the idea of the mutual

engagement of mainstream and subsistence economic activity.

But, as Armitage maintained, participation by natives in the

informal economy has shut them out of the cìass of "real work'l

(Armìtage .|989). The endurance of the domestic economy has

demonstrated the strength of the culture which practises it, though it

has remained largely unrecognized outside the North.

A sense of the community's overall future was more in doubt. A

general sense of decìine or maìaise seemed to pervade even those

responses which were constructive or hopeful in tone.

0n the one hand was a negative assessment of the community

potential. The future was seen in one chill ing analogy' "ìike a steel

door" about to close anytime. ln contrast, the speakerrs knowìedge was

that of her grandmother, in continuity with that which had come

before. The rate of change since the early 1970's has been dramatic.
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Pressures due to population growth, reduced natural resources, and

unfavourable social conditions were other negative sociaì assessments.

0n the other hand were a smaììer number of constructive responses

to the future community direction. Education, leadership' separate

band status, and addictions counsel I ing were proposed as eìements

within a community improvement scenario. ln terms of the use of

surrounding resources, Big Sand Lodge was mentioned by one participant

as a model for deveìopment. The reallocation of the resource, though

not without obstacles and controversy, brings pride and a sense of

accompì ishment to the whole community" Furthermore, a connection with

bush life remains a valued one overall, and may take traditional or

adapted forms. Working at the lodge can provide rewards for the

traditional bush knowledge heìd by community members. As an option,

this deveìopment is an adaptive allocation of what is seen as a

commun i ty resource.

ln summary, cultural values are central to the continued existence

of bush life; bush harvesting sustains the social relations of the

culture. Economic factors are not the only, or in many cases, the

principal motivation. The persistence of tradit¡onaì values has been

noted in other situations (Berger 1989) ' and is operative in the case

of SlL. lt seems likely that both a sense of the valued ìifestyle and

of the value of the ìand base itself will continue to operate in the

future. Access to a heaìthy resource base seems essential to the

future weìl-being of SlL. Adaptations will be made in the manner of

individual involvement with resource harvesting, but it seems I ikely

that this connection wi I I be maintained, ¡f in altered form.
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5.ô VALIDITY OT DATA

The mapping of travel routes showed a high degree of consistency which

is demonstrated by the common routes established on the communal

travel maps. The mutuaì reinforcement of individual ly-obtained data

suggests a significant degree of vaì idity. Furthermore, throughout the

interviews, a high degree of famil iarity with the terrain and its

detail was repeatedly observed. This intimate degree of knowledge was

aìso shown in the siting of camps; one individual alone marked 105

camps. When registered on a composite map, the locations correspond

wel I within a reasonable margin for drawing error.

Quantitative checks arose in the course of this discussion for the

recalled commerciaì whitefish data and for changes in the sales of

marten and muskrat. The I ist of inland lakes commerciaì ly fished

provided by informants was compared with DNR records. ln most cases'

the data proved to be entireìy valid. ln the case of pre-impoundment

recalled fishing catches, the mean catch remained within the catches

documented, if above the mean recorded at dockside.

Key informants provided an evaluation of compiled data in January'

l99l, as to thei r accuracy' representativeness'and completeness.

Amendments were made to the list of inland commerciaì lakes and to the

map of toponyms around Southern lndian Lake. Contributions were made

to the dîscussion considering the overlapping of harvesting areas

between communities, to an understanding of huntingltla-vel' to the

theory of marten migration, and to the interpretation of

pre- impoundment f i sh i ng catches.

General confidence in the study data would seem weìl supported.
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Chapter VI

CoNCLUSIoNS AND REC0ilI|ENDATIoNS

ô.1 CONCLUSIt)NS

This study documents the historic and contemporary occupancy of the

SIL region, and the use of the resources of the land by the community.

The data of the study also demonstrate changes to harvesting activity

within the context of changing environmental and social conditions"

The study conclusively determines that the region is not

twi ìderness' in a conventional sense, but 'home.r The territory is

occupied and intimateìy known through continuing intensive and

extensive use. The resource-harvesting I ife requires rrhealthy

countryr" in which resources remain avai lable, to support the cuìture

which continues to value it.

Specifical ly, a number of concìusions can be reached from an

evaìuation of the studY data:

l. Changed patterns of use of resources have emerged over time

through both social and ecoìogical influences.

a) Fishing of Southern lndian Lake has been dramaticaì ly

affected by river diversion and lake impoundment. There is a

low correspondence to date between pre- and post-impoundment
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b)

c)

preferred fishing sites. A shift in the location of

preferred sites and a reduction in the number of consistent

sites was demonstrated. Fish catches per unit of effort have

decl ined substantial ly since impoundment. There has been a

diminution of formerìy lucrative pickerel fisheries. 0ther

preferred areas of some historic importance have been

identified through the research. Commercial fishing of

inland lakes has increased since diversion due to

compensation programs intended to offset the loss of

productivity of the main lake.

Trapping has been affected by trapl ine registration, by

animal migration, by ecological disturbance, and by

decl ining fur prices. The drop in muskrat production

experienced is not independent of flooding and diversion.

Time spent in the bush has declined through a percept¡on of

decreased satisfaction resuìting from decì ining economic

return, reduced family involvement, and from the

conveniences and social opportunities of the modern

commun i ty.

Participation in hunting activity remains high. Caribou have

been available to the community intermittently over the

period of I iving memory. Caribou were formerìy a primary

input of the subsistence diet. They are of considerable

vaìue to the present community, judging by the distances

traveììed to hunt caribou. Both waterfowl and moose hunting

opportunities have decl ined around Southern lndian Lake due

in part to shoreì ine flooding and bank slumping. Local

d)
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e)

f)

habitat loss is a significant factor for both of these

spec i es .

Extensive travel beyond the RTL perimeter continues'

although the purpose of the travel has shifted towards

hunting from trading, employment, and trapping.

Adaptive real ìocation of resources from commercial fishing

to SIL-owned tourism enterprises has occurred in the recent

past, and can be seen as a model for development.

The bush I ife in both commercial and subsistence forms has

continuing vital ity within the community. Domestic harvesting

of meat, fish, wood, and medicinaì plants remains commonplace.

Cuìtural values continue to sustain participation in bush I ife,

and for many it remains a preferred I ifestyìe. The bush I ife

is one component of the community economy, though an important

one. lt retains. strong personal, cultural, and economic

significance, each of which interrelate.

The bush life figures in a community perception of its future.

The majority of respondents envision a viable I ifestyle

continuing the use of the resources of the land, if in an

altered manner. However, in the face of current and projected

invoìvement, a degree of uncertainty remains. This uncertainty

revolves around the reduced economics of participation and

possible changing cultural values of younger community members.

The value of the land base is apparent. There is no bush life

without the presence of, and access to, the resources of the

bush. Another factor contributing to uncertainty is the lack

2.

3.

4.
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of formal control of area resources. The need for some measure

of controì has been recognized within the community.

6.2 REC0IIIII|ENDATIONS

l. This study documents onìy a portion of the contemporary and

historic land use by the SIL community. ln particuìar, domestic

fishing harvest and many species of animats hunted are

unrepresented in the study results. Womenrs harvesting

activities were largely unrepresented' and no map biographies

of women were produced. Place names within the resource area

beyond those surrounding the main lake were not mapped.

Further research is recommended that would al leviate these

shortcomings. Additional research could also evaluate the totaì

significance of domestic harvesting of al I types to the

community economy. l'lhile the economic aspect of subsistence

harvesting does not encompass its total worth or meaning to the

community, failure to account for it leaves a false picture of

the community economy and of the sociaì relations of the

cul ture.

2. The study has demonstrated the vitality and importance of the

bush life to the SIL community culture and economy. lt is

recommended that moves be made to formal ize and stabi I ize the

affective tie between the community and its land base. The

community toponyms surrounding Southern lndian Lake which were

mapped should be accepted by the Canadian Permanent Committee

on Geographical Names in recognition of their standing.
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lncreased responsib¡ I ity and controì should be deìegated to the

community to promote the long-term viability of the resource

base. A form of co-management structure with the Province might

be appropriate. The structure might be sectoral (fisheries,

wildlife, etc.), but it should in part consider all development

initiatives within the SIL resource area.

3. This research has been carried out at a time when negotiations

for compensation to the community have been ongoing with

I'tanitoba Hydro, and with the provincial government in

attendance. The negot i at i ons have taken th i rteen years s i nce

diversion and impoundment to occur, and have been protra.cted at

that. The particular pol itical circumstances of SIL -- largely

status lndian residents, Yet not a band with reserve lands;

highly affected by the Churchi I I River Diversion, yet not

signatory to the Northern Flood Agreement -- no doubt have

contr i buted to the del aY.

ln I ight of these ongoing negotiations and this current

study, two recommendations can be made:

a) There has been a general understatement of activity by study

methods, and partial documentation of community uses of

resources. These facts must be considered in the use of all

data from this report.

b) The study has demonstrated and defined long-term occupancy

and use of the area by the community. Some recognition of

these facts should be real ized within the context of these

negotiations. ln the light of the effects of the flooding
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and of the importance of subsistence and commercial

harvesting to the community, -it is recommended that the

Province extend to SIL simi lar rights to those contained in

Article l5 of the Northern Flood Agreement (Appendix B,

Tabìe Bl5). This would grant SIL residents first priority

to all the wiìdlife resources within their resource area. lt

is recommended that the other sections of Articìe l5

likewise be extended to SlL, including a form of I'lildìif e

Advisory Planning Board. lt would not be necessary, and

indeed might not be possible, that this be pursued within

the auspices of the Northern Flood Agreement.
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t'lap A ì : Locat ion of South lnd ian Lake
source: Federal Ecoìogical l'lonitoring Program
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South I nd i an Lake reg i ona I context
c.1930-1950

Hap A2:
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Table B1: Sources of inconre, SIL' 19q5

õõu.tét Van Ginhel Associates (19ô7)

souTces of ïncome, Indian & Metis! south Tndian Lakei 1q65.

Source

I. I{rom Economic Pursuits:

a. Fishing
b. i'lunting and- traPPing
c. Paid. regular emPloYnrent
d.. Paid. irregular r¡

e¡ Other

Tota1 from

II. Erom Welfare Pa¡rments

III. Pensions

IV. Miscellaneous

Total from non-economic Sources

TotaL lncome

No. of l{ousehold.s

Income per llousehold.

Note: The accuracy of the income d'ata is questionable as

some responäents stated' income figures which were

actually-g"o"" income before business expenses such

as wages äd. salaries paid' to their employees' etc'

Amount

f}1 36,600
66,955
12,5O9
7,462

15,0oo

economic pursuits !¡238 1526

$ 2,830

14,964

12160

{t 30,554

$392:999

61.

$ 4,41 1

/" to
Tota1 ïncomes

50.7
24.9
4.6
2.8
,.6

BB.6

1.0

5.5

4.9
11.4

1 00.0
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Table 82: Incorne-in-Kind, SIL,.c' 1973

source: Collinson ( 1975)

CALCULATIONS TO DEf,ERMINE INCOME IN KIND

50 noose @ 400 lbs.
1.e. 20,000 l-bs.

¡t (a conservatÍve

of meat ea.

@ $1.s0/1b.
prLce al-l-owance)

= $ 30,000

20 neale of r¡aterfowl/fanllylyeat
L.e. 20 x 7o*X eet. $5/mea1 = $ 7,000

Equl-valent of 4 meale of ffeh/wklf'anLLy

70 fa¡n1ltee X 4 meals X 52 wks.

X $2.50/rnea1 = $ 36,400

EqufvalenË of I-0 cords of wood

@ S25lcord
70x10x25 = g 17,500

Value of hfdes proceesed locallY
and ueed for moccasfns and

Jackete, etc. for use and/or
sale
est. (1) 15-20 ¡noc/hlde @ $5/Pr.
50x(15-20)x5=15,000
est. (2) 2 hides/L Jacket & 5 Pre.
Ilroc.¡ 25 X $100 (val. of Jact).
+ $5 x 5 (prs. ¡noc,) 25 X $125 =

$ 3. 125
est. combfnatlon (1) e (2) = $ 4 ,1-00

VaLuê of beaver, nuekraË' etc.
coneumed on the traPllnee and
the coun¡un1ËY 50 fanLlfee
X $2O0/famfly - g 1.0,000

$105,000

esËfnate of 70 fanllles hae been ueed for theseA coneervailve
calculaËlons.
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Table 83: Northern Flood Agreenent land exchange areas' SIL

- 138 -

Designation Location

within the SIL RTL
Nelson House Band
I .5 Southern I nd i an Lake
2.2 Gauer Lake
2.3 Torrance Lake
2.\ Chapman Lake
2.5 Cous i ns Lake
2.6 Uhlman Lake

Area (acnes)

2300
320
5o
l+0

25
40

277 5

near the
Ne I son

2.1
2"7
2"8
2.9
2.ll
3.7
4.6
t+ .7

SIL RTL
House Band

Baldock Lake
Jensen Lake
Barnes Lake
Roe Lake
Livingston Lake
Rusty Lake
Baldock Lake
Gauer Lake

330
8o
5o
25
30
t0

I 000
730

2255

Split Lake Band
2"2
2"7
2,8
2.9
2..l0
2.rì
2.12
3"3

Pel I et i er Lake
Hand I e Lake
K i ask Lake
Wernham Lake
Christie Lake
Settee Lake
Thomas Lake
Caldwel I Lake

4o
40
40
50
30
5o
4o
40

330



Table 84: Inland laltes cornercial ly f ished, SIL

Table 85: Estimated SIL caribou consurption, 1950's

S(]URCE: DNR, Fisheries Branch, NoverËer, 1990

llag r a th
Hatoo
l,lcPher son
Heehawaneeneek
l'lelvin
Èloss
ilurdoch
Naykownap i skow
l,lelvin
l,lu I cahy
North lndian
Numakoos
0pachuanau
Partr i dge Breast
Pine

Ash I ey
Bar I ow
Barr i ngton
Bi g Sand
Buck ì and
Chapman
Ch i pewyan
Ch i upka
Clee
Cl ine
Cous i ns
Denn i son
D i ckenson
Duns hea th
Eagle

Enat ik
Fidler
F loat
F raser
Gauer
Gimby
Hara I dson
I ssett
Jefferson
Jordan
Kasik
LeClair
Little Stony
l"lacBr ide
I'lacKerracher

Proteau
Rus ty
Sioux
Thorsteinson
Tor r ance
Trout
Uh ì man
Uyumikaywatik
l./add i e
Wa ì ford
Wes I ey
Wh i te Fox
VJood

S()URCE:

1952/53
195\/55
1955/56
1956/57
1958/59
1959/6o
1960/61

Conservat ion 0f f i cers'

485
260
t+15

321
208
300
t3ì

mean = 3Oz

Annual Reports, SIL
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Table 86: }lineral claims and omership, SIL, Sept.' 1990

ilap sheet Registnant

6\F Rene Lebrasseur

64G Granges Expl orat i on

64H Doug I as Forster

648

Claim #

P7252E
P7 2518
P52\\E
P52/N'5E

P52\68
P8534E
P8537E
P8538E
P85358
P85 r 3E
P62768
P62778
P62788
P6784E
P67858
P69t+2E
P69l+ I E

P6g40 E

P69398
W\79t+7
t.J47948
P57798
cBr r42r
cBg4g8
cB949g
PB r 96E
P8 r g8E

P8 r 94E
P8rg7E
P8404E
P8 t 99E
P8 r 95E
P8402 E

P6915E
P75668
P6584E
P65858
P65868
P6587E
P722OE
P72o6E
P7 207 E

P72O8E
P72098
P721OE
P7 21 18

P720\E

- r40 -

Size (ha)

256
256

96
112
22\
6\
6\
6t+

128
6\

192
240
256
250
2t0
256
144
128
240
256

57
144

98
2k3
179
2\O
2l+0
240
2l+O

238
1\5
2\O
2\O
250
250
2\O
240
128
192
2\O
2\2
216
252
2\2
220
I 12

20\

Expi ry

21 Oct 90
21 Oct l0
31 Jul 9l
3l Jul 9l
3l Jul 9l
ì 3 t'lar 9l
I 3 l,lar 9l
l3 f,lar 9l
5 Apr 9l
5 Apr 9l

l9 0ct 9l
l9 oct 9l
ì9 Oct 9l
21 Aug lì
2l Aug lì
t5 tlay 91
l5 flay 9l
l5 t4ay 9l
15 Hay 9l
5 Aug 9l
5 Aug 9l

l9 Jul 90
20 Jul 9l
22 ìIay )2
22 Flay J2
4 Har 9l
4 Har !l
7 Apr 9l
7 Apr 9l
9 Jun 9l
9 Jun 9l
9 Jun 9l
I Jun lì
6 Aug 9l
6 Aug 9l

15 llar 92
15 liar 92
15 llar 92
t5 llar 92
9 Oct 93
9 Oct 93
9 Oct 93
9 Oct 93
9 Oct 93
9 Oct 93
9 oct 93
9 Oct 90

Esso l'lineral s Canada

Esso Resources Canada

Sherr i tt Gordon

R i chard Joy

Homestake llining

Asarco Exploration

Hud . Bay l'1i n. Sme ì t .

HB Expl orat i on



Lynngo I d

Hani toba È1i n. Resour.

P72o5E
P72378
P72398
P7238E
P730r E

P7303E
P7304E
P7 3o5E
P7 307 E

P7 3o8E
P73o9E
P87ilE
P87 1 4E
P69\28
Pg297E
Pg298E
P9299E
P930 r E

P93O2E
P9303 E

Pg304 E

P93o5E
Pg306E
P93o7E
P93t2E
P93o0E
Pg308 E

P93rìE

t60
22\
256
256
125
253
256
192
256
t92
192
256
256
256
256
256
256
192
256
256
256
6\

256
256
256
256
256
256

9 Oct 90
9 Oct 90
9 Oct 90
9 Oct 90

26 Aug 90
26 Aug 90
26 Aug !0
26 Aug 90
26 Aug 90
26 Aug 90
26 Aug 90
22 Jul 9l
22 Juì 9l
22 Jul 9l
20 Feb 9l
20 Feb ll
20 Feb 9l
20 Feb 9l
20 Feb 9l
20 Feb ll
20 Feb 9l
20 Feb 9ì
20 Feb 9l
20 Feb 9l
20 Feb l1
20 Feb 9l
20 Feb ll
20 Feb lì

- 14r



Table 87: Interview list with map contributions

DATE

l7 Dec 89
I I June l0
I I June 90
l0 June 90
lÀ June 90
15 June 90
18 June 90
18 June t0
19 June 90
19 June 90
20 June !0
20 June 90
2 I June !0
2 I June !0
22 June 90
2! June t0
26 June 90
26 June 90
2J June l0
27 June 90
28 June 90
28 June 90
29 June 90
29 June 90
5 July 90
5 July 90
6 July 90
9 July 90

l0 July 90
l0 July !0
ìl July 90
ll July 90
ìl July 90
13 July 90
It July 90
l[ July 90
l4 July 90
15 July 90
16 July !0
16 July 90
l8 July 90
lB ¡u¡y 9o
19 July 90
19 July 90
19 July 90
20 July 90
20 July 9o

#

ì
2

3
4

5
6

7
I
9

l0
lt
t2
r3
r4
t5
r6
t7
ìB
r9
20
2l
22
23
2\
25
26
27'
28
29
30
3r
32
33
3¡t
35
36
37
3B
39
t0
Irt
\2
,{3
44
\5
\6
\7

lttAP DOllESTIC COllll'tUNITY
FISHING ORIGINS

:t

HUNTING PRE.RTL
I'IAP T4AP

¡t
:'¡

¡T

tß

¡t

:t ¡t

!T

:t

¡t

¡t

rt ¡t

:t ¡I

:t :t

¡t
:t

rt
¡t

¡t

¡'i

t'(

¡t

:t

¡t

:t

¡'¡

:t
:t
:t

:t

:t

:t

lt

:t
¡t
*
¡t

rt

¡t

¡t

)T

¡t
:t

:Ï
:t*

2l36 ¡0 21
)L

-t\2-



Table 88: "Corparative statement of lndian gratuities,
Nelson River Post, 1893",
wi th interview recogni tion

Naræ

Able Spence
Abraham Wood
Andrew Francoi s
Angus Dunky
Amous Linkleter
Angus Linkleter
Able Bonner
Adam Spence
Albert Linl leter
A I exander Hart
Alexander Bonner
Benjami n Hart
Bapt íst l'loose
Charles Chammick
Charles Linkleter
Car I ush Spence
Charles Hart
David Flett
Duncan Hart
Edward Hart
Edward Chammick
F reder i ck Dodd
Henry Hart
Hcnry Spencc
I sac Hunter
John Hartie (chief)
James Spence
John l'loose
Joseph l'loar
Joseph Spence
Jacob Linkleter
Joseph Hartie
Hoodie Chammick
Hordoch Hart
llordoch l'lcDona I d
t4ordoch Spence
Norman Spence
Peter ,'loose
Robert Linkleter
Robertson Linkleter
Sandie Hartie
Samuel Linkleter
William Spence
l^lí I liam Hoose
Willie lloose
Tomy Linkleter

n=Lr6

Unltnoln SIL Travel led SIL Buried SIL

:T

:t

fr

:t

¡t

¡t
:t

f¡

¡t

¡!

lt
f:

2l 25
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S tore
Nurs i ng Stat i on
A i rport
Schoo ì

Daycar e
Res taurant
Laundromat
Var i ety stores
Construct i on
Town ma i ntenance
Counci I office
Cons tab I e
Fish plant
Ga r bage
Tax i

Ferry (\x1/2)
DNR

t0
5
3

r3
l+

3
I

3

3
5
7
I

2
2

2

2

2

68

Table 89: Estimate of positions filled by SIL residents,
Fal I 1990
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Table B10: Cree toponyms around Southern Indian Lalte,
wi th tnanslation

api schiwapasehk -- Smal I Narrows
Atar i ne sepes i s -- Atar i ne's Creek
Basel ¡hk -- Basel's place
kaispawahkasik -- H¡gh Sand
kapihtawahkak -- Sand halfway
keskap i skow i sepe -- H i gh Rock Creek
kesekeskichichisihk sakahikan -- Short Fingers Lake
kinosew minischikos -- Fish lsland
kiputchineyaw -- Scarecrow Point
maskowapaw -- Bear Narrows
mihchikewiwasahk -- Pickeraì Fin Bay
mihkwapiskohk -- Red Rock
minahikosepesisihk -- Big Tree Creek
mistahiwapahk -- I'Tain Narrows
mistiminihkwakan island -- Big Spoon lsland
mistatimwaskisinsakahikan -- Horseshoe Lake
mistatihkamek bay -- Jumbo (Whitefish) Bay
mosoministik -- l'loose lsìand
llurdo lloose neyaw -- l'lurdo Hoose Point
mwako ministik -- Loon lsland
namekosepes i s i hk -- Trout Creek
namewwapaw -- Sturgeon Narrows
onakayayame wasahaw -- Where the fish are spawning Bay
on i hchaw i kewi n i hk -- Where he was born
opachuanau -- Fast-f lowing Narrows
opochawapen ihk -- l'luskrat hunched up
oskiwan ministik -- lloose Nose lsland
pak i ch i s i htakan -- Drop your I oad
pak i skwawiwasahk -- I ce Bui I t-up Bay
Samuel wasahaw -- Samuel's Bay
sesepewapaw -- Duck Narrows
wasekamawisakahikan -- Cìear Lake
wawakanakasehk -- Crooked Narrows

-1\5-



Table 811: Pre-irpoundment nn¡sltrat sales from f looded traplines,
SIL RTL

n = 12 years

Total = 34,ìì4

l,lEAN = 2,8\2.83

# 61/2 62/3 63/\ 6\/5 65/6 66/7 67/8 68/9 69/70 7o/1 71/2 72/3

1 126
2 440
3 236
\ 1155
5 207
6 2\3
939
t0 0
t8 0
ì9 0
220
230
2l+ 0
250
29 2t
33 6l
3\ 293
35 35
\3 rog
52 2o8
5t4 163

55 t58
0 332

257 293
399 75168 76
r 85 222
ì 19 58
5\2273 57
2t0
15 52
96 30
o55

25 Igr r ì6
48 102

326 r7ì
31 197
26 t69
400
5t 196

127 3r r 2\
53\ o 152
372 4ì6 3o2
359 1605 il 348¡ 53 i3r
r l0 360 15\
23 112 i r8
59280r58 2 103
2022
5 250 tzo
16 78 65
o 226 22

126 ro7 57
271 170 337
to7 485 t7\
805 701 325
r40 ggs 7201O2 o 98
22700
662 1272 235

62 29

98 2\8
o 252

597 6\5
2\o 8l

00
00
00

65 50
00

2t\ r5r
25 t7

28r 0

920
55 ilrr39 75r5r 0

33\ 88
00
00

883 163

16 15 4l
180 0 6t
29 4 r45

\56 169 ì90
2636il
2000
25 92 140
000
000
000

73 2 0
00126
000

130 75 32
56oo
91 127 19
45 27 47
65 52 12

40 25t+ I+7

0351
I 96 125 62

58
t48

0
458
186

o
9r
26

0
0

2t
0

96
0

26
I l7
7l
53

0
0

l+2

3338 2180 3038 \29o 7071 t+293 3186 ì910 1393 ì448 981 986
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Table 812: Pre-inpoundment ¡nuslcat sales from unf looded traplines,
SIL RTL

n = 12 years

T0TAL = 17,29\

I'IEAN = ì,441..l7

# 61/2 62/3 63/\ 6\/5 65/6 66/7 67/8 68/9 69/70 7o/1 71/2 72/3

7 19\
I 178
lt 0
12 96
t3 t3
14 0
ì6 34
200
260
270
28 6S

30 107

3t 17\
32 r r8
36 6l
37 21

380
390
400
41 0
\2 40
44 58I+5 22
\6 17

\70
49 33
50 59
51 1r

53 6\

87 2r8 \52 591 tt2 20 129 21\ 0 r \ 36
195 551 227 0 72 4r 135 0 l037 36t+

00
ì9 0
0 7l

75 15
40 2\
035
00
00

67 2\1
230
66 126
5\ 156
62 36
2t 26
8¡ 9\o5
44 40
0 t3

28 6g
026

682
o\2
020

8oo
86 i 19
t4 t2
lr 43

ooo683
76 58 3l 68 \3
3 5 o 166 o
00000
o780oo

211 r58 r3 26 o
20000
0 ì4 0 0 0

4t o 121 ì 80 30 220
t37 277 ì2r 032
t6o \22 r4g ro4 78
276 329 t3l 039
t\2 r05 035\2
t38 0 .l05 0 0
160 5\ 35 63 17

08020 012

1000
o5\52\5
0126 33 o
0000
0000
0000
000
000
939265 \7 84

0
0
0
0

0677 o o 0
00000

72 173 17 227 2

o il7 3 58
o o 6t56
026928

t3 o 8 o
12t0t
63621
043230
o o 19 to
0021 I
o 59 o 6r
o ro 56 0

0025
55 176 31

72966
0235
o 143 58

31 76 2\
347 5\2 228

0
0
0
0

129 202 52 o o

0
0
0
0

00
00
02\

2030
000
000
000

22

58
0
0

3357\50\6\290

1365 965 U97 3oo3 4884 1630 807 713 520 79\ 372 444

- t\7 -



Table 813: Post'irpoundment musKrat sales from floodd traplines,
SIL RTL

n = 6 years

TgTAL = 3,23\

I4EAN = 539.0

trapl ine # 77 /78 78/79 79/80 8/8\ v tee 88/89

ì

2

3
4

5
6

9
l0
t8
r9
22
23
2\
25
29

33
3\
35
\3
52
5\

l0
22/4

36
7o

123
0

67
2

0
0

ì9
21
8g

0
,0

l+

59
8¡
68

128
30

0
20

38
l1
t6
0

37
7

25
0

I ì8
0
0
5

\\
8

55
ì9
2l
51
t8

ì

0

70
r3

2

ll
6t

0
0
0

ilt
0

ì0
I

75
0

112
23
12
63

106

0

5o
28
2l+

92
0

20
6g
17
0
I

0
26

0
I

0

55
ì

il3
2l+

140

0
0
0
2

I

7
0
0

98
0
0
0
I
0
0
0

\7
0

5
0
0

0
0

3
0

72
7
0
0
0
0
0
0

8g
0
0
0

l3l
0
2

0
0

I 033 I+93 671 661 t6t 215
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Table 814: Post-irpoundmsnt rn¡sltat sales from unf looded traplines,
SIL RTL

n = 6 years

TOTAL = \63\

l,lEAN = 772.33

trapl ine # 77 /78 78/79 79/8o 83/8\ u /aa 88/89

209
r4l

2

9

7

5l
0
0

\5
0
0

t\7
\3
6l
29

0
27

0
0
0
0

9r
24

0
0
0

7
0

70

78
29

2

0
0

l6
5

tì
t0
\

30
77

ill
l5l

21
0

117
0
0
0
0
I
I

20
2

0
0

\5
0

r85 360 0
0
0
0

2\
0
0
0

5
ll8

0

52
94

209
0
0
3
0
5
0
0
0
0
0

r9
0

t0
0
0

0
0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0

155
0

48
r40
6r

l
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I
il
12

r3
l4
t6
20
26
27
28
30
3r
32
36
37
38
39
40
4l
l+2

\t+
t+5

\6
\7
\9
5o
51
53

7l
I

ll
0
4
0

r6
0
0

157
329

33
30

0
0

132
0
0
0
0
0

35
0
0

r3
0
0

I l8

59
39

7
0
0
0
0
0
0

5
2

52
t85

0
0
0

35
0
0

4l+

0
0

32
0

l0
4
0

16

965 731 11\2 850 539 \o7
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Table 815: Article 15, Northern Flood Agreancnt

lili ldlife Resources Policy

l5.l l4anitoba agrees to grant to the residents of the Reserves
first priority to aì I the wi ìdl ife resources within their Trapì ine
Zones, and in the rivers and lakes which were traditionally available
to and used by them as a source of food suppìy, income-in-kind and
i ncome ("the Resource Area") .

15.2 Because the Project has made and may hereafter make certain
of the Resource Areas inaccessible for the foregoing purposes or has
adversely affected the Resource Area to an undetermined extent,
l,lanitoba undertakes to use its best efforts to make available new

alternate Resource Areas to the extent that it is practical to do so.
15.3 l'lanitoba has encouraged and wil I continue to encourage the
residents of Reserves to achieve the maximum degree of seìf sustenance
in food supplies and to maximize the opportunity to earn income and
income-in-kind from the wi ldl ife resources and wi I I therefore prohibit
hunting, trapping and fishing in the Resource Area by any non-resident
of the Reserve who does not have a present right at law to carry on
these activi ties i n the Resource Area provided that:
15.3. I A control led hunting, trapping, and/or fishing season may

be permitted by reason of an overabundance of a species, and it is
in the interests of the perpetuation of such an overabundant species
to permìt such a controlìed season, and
15.3.2 Such control Ied season is establ ished fol lowing meaningfuì
consultation with the appropriate representatives or body representing
the interests of the residents affected.
15.\ Notwithstanding anything herein contained it is recognized
that individuaìs who are permanently resident in or near a Resource
Area may habitually hunt, trap and/or fish within the Resource Area
and would expect that both themselves and their progeny should continue
to be able to enjoy these benefits from the Resource Area, and
therefore any prohibition against hunting, trapping andlor fishing
within the Resource Area shall take into account these interests.
15.5 For the purposes of protecting the wi ldì ife resources in the
Resource Area, l'lan i toba agrees to estab I i sh and to pay the pr i or
approved expenses of the Wi ldì ife Advisory and Planning Board. The
Board may consider and recommend on aì I matters affecting wi ldl ife
within the Resource Area including the foìlowíng:
15.5.1
15.5.2
15.5.3

Honitoring the wi ldl ife resources in the Resource Area;
Advising as to the overabundance of any species;
Advising as to the maximum kill of any overabundant species

that may be permitted within the Resource Area;
15.5.4 Encouraging the annual harvest of wildlife resources in
the Resource Area, to an extent and in a manner consistent with the
perpetuation of adequate numbers of the species invoìved; and
15.5.5 Formulating and recommending the implementation of such
works and programs as will be consistent with the Protection of the
wildlife in the Resource Area or with the continuation of harvesting
of wi ldl ife resources.

l4anitoba agrees to appoint to the Wildl ife Advisory and15.6
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Planning Board sufficient residents of the Reserves to ensure that they
have majority representation, and to this end shall solicit and consider
recommendations by the residents of Reserves on the appointments.
t5.l l.lanitoba agrees to provide training opportunities for residents
of each Reserve to enable them to become qualified for empìoyment as

Conservation 0fficers, responsible for enforcing poì icies in effect from
time to time concerning wildlife management in the Resource Area and

l'lanitoba further agrees to appoint such qualif ied residents to meet
the needs of enforcement.
15.8 The parties agree to faci I itate and encourage the functions
served by the community trapl ines, by reason of their contribution
to the commun i ty i n the form of:.¡5.8,ì A food supply and income supplement for elderly or infirm
res i dents;.|5.8.2 The opportunity for younger residents to learn and eìder
residents to teach the skilìs pertaining to the harvesting of wildlife
resources, and
15.8"3 An opportunity for recreational activities.
15 "9 l,lan i toba and/or Hydro agree to negot iate wi th appropr i ate
representatives of each community to formulate and impìement a program
agreed upon, to achieve this objective.
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Appendix C

INTERVIEII STRUCTURE
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Date of interview
Name
I nterv i ew #
Date of birth
Pìace of birth

1. BEGINNINGS
- How long have people been here? ['lho are the first ones whose
names you know? When was that? Who were the f i rst to stay year-round?
- (for the aged, via interpreter) Try for recognition of the names
from the Nelson River Post gratuities I ist from .l893.

2. TRAPLINES
- When did you start trapping? l^lhere? With whom? How long were you
out?
- Where did you go as a chi ld?
- Locate traplines over time; locate travel routes. Does your family
traveì wi th you?
- Locate camps (defineA as cabins or established camping places).
- Locate the current best sites for moose, caribou, rats, and
waterfowl.
- Locate lakes fished for commercial or domestic purposes.
- Locate known gravesites.
- How do you manage fur on your Iine? has this changed over time,
or from your fatherrs methods?
- How do you deal with confl icts with other trappers?
- ls there a place which is of special significance to you? Where
is it and why?
- Besides those from flooding,what sort of impacts have you experienced
from changing times ("civi l ization") on your l ine within your l ifetime?

3. EXTENSIVE TRAVEL
- Locate and describe furthest trips by dogteam, snowmobile' or canoe.
- Reasons, seasons, and duration.

4. FISHING ACTIVITY
- Net locations of best and most consistent spots' early and late
(or pre- and post-impoundment).
- Spawning locations of whitefish and pickereì.
- Average catches before and after flooding (# ot tubs/net/night).
- Have you ever caught sturgeon?
- Toponyms for main lake used consistentìy by community.

5. C0l'lilUNITY HARVEST L0CATIoNS
- Locate places near community where you pick berries.
- Locate harvest of firewood (green and dry).
- Locate t i mber harvest s i tes .

- Locate sites for picking medicinal plants.
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6. t]-PEE-PUN-NA-PIIEE.IdIN
- l,lhy did people choose to stay here rather than in Nelson House?

- Do you like life in the bush? Why? What is important to you about it?
- Do you spend more, less, or about as much time in the bush as when

you were younger? WhY?

- Whose ìand is this?
- what do you think about life here now? what future do you see for
the commun i ty?
- What future do you see for the bush life for the younger generation?
VJhat form will their involvement in'the bush take? What will happen
if trapping fails due to low prices or ìoss of market?

Figure Cl: Questions used to structure interviews
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